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Till min lilla familj

"Good judgement comes from experience.
Experience comes from poor judgement."

- Mulla Nasrudin



Abstract

This thesis is about protein profiling in blood-derived samples using suspension bead ar-
rays built with protein affinity reagents, and the evaluation of binding characteristics and
potential disease relation of such profiles.

A central aim of the presented work was to discover and verify disease associated protein
profiles in blood-derived samples such as serum or plasma. This was based on immobiliz-
ing antigens or antibodies on color-coded beads for a multiplexed analysis. This concept
generally allow for a dual multiplexing because hundreds of samples can be screened for
hundreds of proteins in a miniaturized and parallelized fashion. At first, protein antigens
were used to study humoral immune responses in cattle suffering from a mycoplasma infec-
tion (Paper I). Here, the most immunogenic of the applied antigens were identified based
on reactivity profiles from the infected cattle, and were combined into an antigen cocktail
to serve as a diagnostic assay in a standard ELISA set-up. Next, antibodies and their em-
ployment in assays with directly labeled human samples was initiated. This procedure was
applied in a study of kidney disorders where screening of plasma resulted in the discovery
of a biomarker candidate, fibulin-1 (Paper II). In parallel to the disease related applica-
tions, systematic evaluations of the protein profiles were conducted. Protein profiles from
2,300 antibodies were classified on the bases of binding properties in relation to sample
heating and stringent washing (Paper III). With a particular focus on heat dependent de-
tectability, a method was developed to visualize those proteins that were captured to the
beads in an immunoassay by using Western blotting (Paper IV). In conclusion, this thesis
presents examples of the possibilities of comparative plasma profiling enabled by protein
bead arrays.

Keywords: Affinity proteomics, protein array, suspension bead array, antigen, antibody,
biomarker discovery, serology, selectivity, sensitivity, serum, plasma.
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Preface

Imagine a visit to the doctor in a close future. As a part of a health care initiative focused
on early detection of diseases, with resulting benefits for both patient prognosis and health
costs, you take part in a routine blood sampling every year throughout life. Your blood
sample will not be sent to the lab immediately as when you are sick. It will be stored in
a freezer until about 500 samples from your age group have been acquired. Then these
samples will be tested for a multitude of risk factors at once, using a panel of affinity
reagents towards biomarkers of specific interest for your age group.

This is the vision we are working towards, we who profile body fluids using protein arrays.
For the vision to come to life, more biomarkers with relation to disease states are needed
and, more importantly, thorough evaluation of normal, disease related and age related
levels of each marker. Previously, protein science technologies have not enabled these large
scale studies to take place, but now such initiatives are feasible. This thesis contains work
that could be seen as a small contribution towards the vision.

My work for the last years has been performed to evaluate and enhance the existing tech-
nologies for plasma profiling by applying protein arrays on blood derived samples and to
show the versatile spectra of biological and medical questions that could be handled. This
thesis is structured to give you an overview of the field (affinity proteomics), the technolog-
ical platform (protein microarrays), the sample type (blood) and the purpose (biomarker
discovery) of my performed studies (present investigations). I really appreciate working
with the technical aspects of medical science. Technical problems can be split into small
steps where each step is possible to climb within days, even though the long term objectives
could be decades away. This means a working day full of small Eureka moments and that
is why I do research.

Maja Neiman
Stockholm, 18 January 2013
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Chapter 1

Affinity proteomics

Bead based protein profiling in blood. The study of protein contents in blood-derived sam-
ples, such as serum or plasma, for increased knowledge about normal or disease associated
levels, modifications or functions of proteins. Studying proteins by the use of a technology
developed around micrometer-sized beads, demands protein-specific capture molecules as
a functional link between the beads and the target proteins. These molecules are known
as affinity reagents and the field is denoted affinity proteomics.

Affinity proteomics describes the approach to study a proteome by the use of affinity
reagents. Affinity reagents are molecules capable of selective recognition and affinity driven
binding of proteins in this case, and the proteome refers to the complete set of proteins
present at a given timepoint in a specific species, organ, cell or biological sample.

Figure 1.1: One genome but different proteomes through life’s phases.
(Idea: Gert Auer.)

Organism-wide spanning technologies (with the suffix -omics) were initiated by genomics
that by measuring the genetic code of an organism could be described as an approach to
measure what the cell may do. Transcriptomics could be said to measure what the cell
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Affinity proteomics

wants to do and proteomics could be seen as an approach to measure what the cell actually
does (adapted from Roman Zubarev).

In the next chapter, blood and its extreme wide span in protein abundance will be pre-
sented. Considering this technical challenge, finding a low-abundant protein among billion-
fold more abundant molecules has been compared to finding one individual person among
the population of the entire world [1]. This might seem intimidating at first, but with
the name and phone number of that person at hand (and perhaps even information about
where she lives and where she works), the task no longer seem impossible. Which is why
the idea of affinity proteomics, ideally performed with a specific affinity reagent to catch
each protein, is such a nice approach [2]. As with most aspects, reality is not as simple and
straightforward as the theory, and the aims of this chapter is to clarify some issues with
which the theory needs to be refined to suit empirically achieved results.

Box 1.1 - How to reach a protein. The analogue of protein capture
to phone numbers to reach a certain person, as presented above, could be
regarded as a stable and unique connection to a protein. However, calling
a phone number usually means reaching the phone, but not necessarily the
person who owns the phone and to whom contact was intended. In the same
way, an affinity reagent recognizes a substructure of another molecule, the
epitope, and targeting of an epitope does not always mean connection to
the intended protein. Epitopes could be shared by other molecules as well,
as phone numbers without local codes could reach several persons. Affinity
based interactions could also be compared to radio contact where the signal
could get weak and disrupted by interference and the frequency could overlap
with that of a non-inteded walkie talkie.

Proteomes

A proteome is a very dynamic feature that has to be defined with a time. A butterfly
would through the life stages of egg, larva, pupa and adult hold the same genome (the
blueprint) but present different proteomes (the building blocks) in the different states.
Could you ever then talk about a butterfly proteome without specifying at what time? Or
does a butterfly proteome mean the cumulative sum of all proteins the butterfly will go
through in a lifetime? The human proteome is often used with the cumulative definition,
but when addressing subproteomes, such as the human plasma proteome, the time aspect
is even more important. The plasma proteome has been said to potentially include all
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human proteins at different time points, due to active secretion, turnover or leakage from
cells [1].

Sequencing of the human genome revealed 3 billion nucleotide bases [3, 4]. Of this, only a
small fraction codes for proteins while the rest are regulatory sequences and sequences of
unknown function [5]. The protein coding sequence is divided into approximately 20,500
protein coding genes, with the exact number changing withe every update of the genome-
wide databases (20,476 coding genes according to version 69 (Oct 2012) of the Ensembl
database [6], and 20,226 reviewed entries in version 11 (Nov 2012) of the Uniprot database
[7]). Simplified for nomenclature, one can say that each gene codes for one particular
protein, with a structure and function determined by the primary sequence of amino acids.
This gives a gene-centric definition of proteins. However, the mRNA transcribed from one
gene could be alternatively spliced into several different mRNA versions of the primary
sequence. The translated protein molecule could be further processed by post translational
modifications which results in several variants of a protein. Large proteins could also be
assembled from several gene products (subunits), meaning that the translation of several
genes are required for the functionality of one protein specimen.

"What’s in a name?
That which we call a rose

by any other name would smell as sweet."
- Shakespeare

What is then a unique protein and what is a version or a substructure of a protein? The
counting of every variant of every protein would quickly become overwhelming as reports
have suggested a million different and distinct forms of the plasma protein fibrinogen
alone [8]. The gene-centric definition of proteins is a straightforward and comprehensive
approach that will be applied here.

Proteomics

Numerous biological and medical questions are tackled by proteomic efforts. Proteins could
be studied to reveal their structures, localizations, amounts, modifications and interactions,
most of which helps to understand every protein’s biological function. Within medical
science, the same approaches could be made on healthy and disease patients in parallel,
to reveal differences that could aid in understanding mechanisms of disease. The different
approaches of proteomic technologies determines what questions could be answered. For
many people, proteomics is equivalent to mass spectrometry (MS) based explorations of
complex samples [9].
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Typically in MS analysis, molecular weights of ionized peptides resulting from a protease-
digested sample are determined by such accuracy that the data can be used to determine
the protein from which they were derived. The arsenal of MS-based methods and sample
preparation techniques is vast and goes beyond the scope of this thesis, but a few highlights
are briefly mentioned here. Shotgun MS, which means liquid chromatography coupled to
tandem MS, allowing sequencing of peptides, has been applied for discovery proteomics
and could detect thousands of proteins within one sample [10]. Targeted MS, with selected
reaction monitoring, give detailed, sensitive and reproducible information about a few, on
beforehand selected, proteins [11], and was selected Method of the Year by Nature Methods
2012 [12]. Labeling of samples with heavy isotopes enable relative quantification with high
accuracy [13,14]. All in all, advancements on MS based explorations are coming closer and
closer to full proteome coverage of complex samples, as long as the sample is fractionated
and each fraction evaluated thoroughly [12].

"When does ’use of antibodies’
become ’affinity proteomics’?"

- Stoevesandt and Taussig

Affinity proteomics means applying many binders to study many proteins, which can trans-
late directly into protein array technologies, which will be addressed in the next chapter. In
a recent review article, the protein scientists Stoevesandt and Taussig raised the question
of when use of antibodies becomes affinity proteomics [15]. As an answer, they refer to
the use of parallelization, miniaturization and automatization that make any affinity-based
protein detection method to qualify as affinity proteomics if the ambition of the effort is
to study a close to complete proteome. The Human Protein Atlas, which applies single
protein detection methods in a systematic and high throughput fashion to determine pro-
tein localization in tissues and cells [16] have been mentioned as a paradigm considering
the impressive amounts of data generated with what is regarded as classical methods [15].
With more than 50% of the gene-centric proteome covered by antibodies and mapped in
cells and tissues [17], the Human Protein Atlas have shifted the view of cell-specific pro-
teomes. Rather than cell type-specific sub-proteomes, it appears as it is a delicate balance
of protein levels or protein modifications that create the diversity of cell types throughout
a body [18].

Affinity based studies require affinity reagents, and affinity proteomics as a field did not
exist before the large scale efforts of protein binder generations were initiated. The pro-
duction and use of antibodies as well as antigens as affinity reagents will be handled in
subsequent sections. My work has been performed both within and in close connection to
the Human Protein Atlas project, which means a focus on protein antigens denoted Protein
Epitope Signature Tags (PrESTs) which are selected parts of proteins based on sequence
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dissimilarity. These PrESTs are produced recombinantly in Escherichia coli (E. coli), and
further used to generate antigen-affinity purified polyclonal antibodies [19].

Antibodies as tools to study target proteins

Antibodies, as a protein class, are amazing in their collective diversity of binding speci-
ficities to a plethora of targets that represent basically all types of structures and fea-
tures. Within life science research, antibodies are applied as selective capture and detection
reagents in what is denoted immunoassays - analytical methods based on molecules from
the immune system. To better understand the function of these binders and how they are
applied to study antigens in biological samples, we will in the following go through the
structures and some of the inherent features of the antibody molecules.

Typically, naturally occurring antibodies are multimeric proteins assembled from a number
of different chains [20]. Figure 1.2 presents three alternative approaches to envision the
structure of the most commonly used antibody isotype: immunoglobulin G1 (IgG1). The
molecule consist of two identical heavy chains (red and yellow) and two identical light chains
(green and blue), as shown schematically in figure 1.2A. Figure 1.2B shows a simplification
of the molecular surface structure of the same molecule, with the chains colored according
to the schematic. The light chain may come in one of two possible two variants ( and �)
while the heavy chain comes in five main variants (↵ (IgA), � (IgG), � (IgD), ✏ (IgE) and
µ (IgM)) that determine the effector functions of the antibody. By simplicity, antibodies
are most often depicted as Y-shaped molecules, with one stem and two arms. The arms
are denoted Fab for Fragment antigen binding while the stem is called Fc for Fragment
crystallizable.

A B C

Figure 1.2: Three ways of presenting the structure of IgG molecules. A)
shows the domain and chain organization schematically, B) is a simplified
sketch of a molecular structure image and C) is the Y-representation for
simplicity.
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As mentioned above, different classes of antibodies, or isotypes, such as IgG, IgA, IgM, IgD,
and IgE, have different heavy chains and thereby different effector functions. They are also
localized differently in the body and appear at different times during an immune response to
a given immunogen. Briefly, IgA is the primary line of humoral defense in mucosal surfaces
and IgM is the first isotope in a humoral immune response in plasma, which undergoes
class switching into IgG during the course of an immune response. IgG will dominate in
titre in long term immunity and is the most commonly used antibody class in life science
research. IgE is associated to allergic responses and activation of histamine releasing mast
cells while the function of IgD still is somewhat unknown [20]. The separate isotypes also
have different appearances. For example, IgA molecules may be linked as dimers with
two antibodies held together by a peptide linker, while IgM molecules generally appear as
more or less planar pentamers that mostly resembles five-armed snowflakes. The effector
functions, summarized very brief by complement activation, Fc receptor binding avidity
and serum half life [21], are important for the natural functions of antibodies as part of
the immune system, but are not the most important feature when applying antibodies as
tools in research.

Figure 1.3: One of the two antigen binding sites of a mouse IgG
molecule, where the six loops that comprise the complementary deter-
mining regions are visible at the top of the structure. The heavy chain
is pink and the light chain is green. Image adapted from Protein Data
Bank structure 1IGT.

The magic is in the hands

The purpose of the humoral immune response is to produce antibodies that bind to a
typically foreign or non-self molecule that enters the body. The capability of the immune
system to raise different antibodies to different targets is enabled by random recombination
of genetic segments and somatic hypermutation, leading to a vast diversity in the amino
acid sequence of certain parts of the immunoglobulin chains (both heavy and light), called
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the complementary determining regions (CDRs). Although they sequence-wise are situated
apart from each other in both the heavy and light chain, upon folding the CDRs come close
to each other and construct the "hands" of each antibody [22]. See figure 1.3 for a close
up of the variable regions of one heavy and one light chain of a mouse IgG2A [23].

Detailed structural analyses of antibodies binding antigens have shown that the CDRs
can be relatively mobile elements, forming six finger-like structures that to some extent
can adapt to antigen epitopes upon binding, denoted induced fit. In general, the bind-
ing topography of antibodies binding to globular protein antigens have been reported as
relatively planar, while binding to DNA or peptides is associated with ridged interfaces
of the paratope and binding of small haptens with a concave surface of the antibody [22]
(figure 1.4). However, antibodies cannot grip an antigen as the hand analogy could imply.
It is rather that B-cells that display antibodies with maximum contact to an antigen, and
thereby maximizing the binding strength, are favored in the clonal selection.

Figure 1.4: In the analogue of an antibody paratope as a six-fingered
hand capturing the antigen, the size of the antigen determines the struc-
tural arrangement of the grip. Small antigens such as haptens are bound
in concave structures, peptides and nucleotide stands are entrapped in
clefts while large proteins display flat surface interactions.

As both hands will show the same specificity, antibodies are bivalent affinity binders. This
may, depending on the assay format, have implications in the form of co-operative avidity
effects on the measured affinity and binding kinetics of antibodies.

Polyclonal, monoclonal or synthetic?

There are several alternative antibody or antibody-based reagents that can be used as
binding tools, but one way to summarize this section is that everything is complementary.
Most oftenly, the scientific interest lies in the target and not which type of binder is used.
However, the type of reagent could drive which type of information is able to be extracted
from an experiment, so a selection might be necessary.
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Regardless of which type of binder generation strategy is selected, the choice of what type
of antigen that is used to create or select a binder is crucial as well. The alternatives
include full-length proteins as antigens, separate domains, folded or denatured structures,
peptides with or without modifications, and the corresponding list of potential outcomes
is long [15].

Polyclonal antibodies

The first alternative for antibody generation is applying nature’s way, which corresponds to
the polyclonal antibodies generated in an immunized animal, often rabbits. Then you take
advantage of the sophisticated in vivo affinity maturation and you also get a full spectrum
of antibodies of different clonal origins (from different B-cell clones), which increases the
chance of achieving a useful reagent. However, two rabbits, even if they are inbread,
immunized with the same antigen will not produce the exact same composition of antibodies
in regards of epitopes and affinities [24, 25]. This means that the obtained antiserum
containing the polyclonal pool of antibodies is a finite resource, and that producing a new
batch is associated with an uncertain product quality all over again.

Antisera from immunized animals could be used directly if applying antibody-specific sec-
ondary reagents, but most often a purification of the antibodies is recommended. Purifica-
tion could be done using the same antigen that was used for immunization, meaning that
the antibodies will be purified on the the basis of their recognition and affinity towards
the antigen (as done for example in the Human Protein Atlas workflow [19]), resulting in
a pool of antibodies that all show (more or less) recognition to the antigen. Alternatively,
purification could be done based on the constant regions of antibody molecules, applying
for example bacterial proteins with natural affinities towards the constant regions of some
mammalian antibodies, such as protein A [26] and protein G [27]. This would result in a
pool of antibodies that target different proteins.

After purification, an evaluation of each polyclonal batch of antibodies is necessary to en-
sure proper target recognition, which could be done by antigen microarrays [19]. Using the
same recombinant antigens both for immunization, purification and selectivity evaluation
could results in generating antibodies specific of a certain feature of the antigen that is not
inherent in the native target protein. To reach antibodies functional to detect native pro-
teins, a dream scenario would be to apply different version of antigens for immunization,
purification and selectivity evaluation [15], but generally the effort to generate only one
well tested and validated antigen is large enough.
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Monoclonal antibodies

The second approach involve monoclonal antibodies from hybridoma, corresponding to
a single genetically defined antibody species originating from a single B-cell clone. This
procedure also starts with the immunization of an animal, often mice, where the in vivo
affinity maturation will take place. Then, instead of purifying secreted antibody molecules,
B-cell clones from the spleen are collected, fused to immortal cancer-derived cells to form
hybridoma cells [28]. Each clone will be isolated into one in vitro container where the
monoclonal cells will start their engineered immortal life with the ability of secreting an-
tibodies into the cell culture supernatant over and over again. The cell cultures could be
frozen and saved for years, the cultures could be split and amplified resulting in monoclonal
antibodies being a renewable resource.

The antibody product of each clone will have to be thoroughly evaluated for selectivity
and affinity to the target protein since there is a very small chance all clones will produce
effective antibodies. This binding screening is often a rather tedious task preferably done
in multiparallel, but the benefit when finding a really good clone that potentially could
produce antibodies forever, makes the effort worth while. Just as for the polyclonal an-
tibodies, the choice of reagent for both immunization and the selectivity determination is
crucial.

Besides this classical approach published the first time in 1975, there have been some
technical advancements in the generation of monoclonal antibodies. Shotgun generation of
monoclonal antibodies involves an immunization with a complex antigen pool followed by
isolation of hybridoma clones and the use of high density protein microarrays to elucidate
the binding specificity for each clone afterwards [29–31]. A benefit of this approach is the
unbiased expectation of specificity, meaning that the antibody batch is not assumed to
bind a target until a target binding have been proven.

Monoclonal antibodies are believed to have an advantage in the absence of the complex
serum proteome that is a part of a polyclonal antisera. Interestingly, fetal bovine serum
is a popular additive to the culture media of hybridoma (probably to make the blood
derived cells feel "at home"), with the consequence that the supernatant will contain a
serum proteome, including bovine immunoglobulins, that needs to be taken into account
when purifying monoclonal antibodies using general antibody reagents such as protein G
or protein A [32].
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Syntetic antibodies and antibody derivatives

For recombinant production of antibodies, smaller fragment than the full immunoglobulin
molecules are desirable (see figure 1.5). The recombinant production and in vitro selection
technologies allow for a greater control than with immunization based approaches [33],
and binders can be generated recombinantly towards substances that would be toxic if
immunized into an animal [15]. Based on variable immunoglobulin gene repertoires from
either immunized or non-immunized animals, or using genes from entirely synthetic sources,
numerous libraries of so called single chain variable fragments (scFv) have been produced
[34, 35]. Using a selection technology, such as phage display or ribosome display, the
potential binders could be displayed and challenged with the desired target protein and
following a number of rounds, high affinity binders could be selected.

Even smaller antibody derivatives are the variable domains of heavy chain antibodies
(VHH) or nanobodies. They consist of a single variable domain from a class of cameloid an-
tibodies that, unlike other antibodies, only consist of heavy chains. These nanobodies have
been shown to be well expressed in E. coli and from different types of libraries, molecules
have been selected that show nM to pM affinities to a range of targets [36]. Because of
their small protruding paratopes, essentially dictated by a long CDR3, these molecules are
able to interact with concave surfaces, and their small size and molecular stability makes
them suitable as probes within cells.

Fab

scFvNanobody

DARPin

Affibody

Antibody

Figure 1.5: Approximate relative sizes of the presented affintiy reagents.

Alternative affinity scaffolds

Besides immunoglobulin chains as basis of creating molecules for affinity applications, other
scaffolds have been shown promising as well. Alternative scaffolds recognize different sur-
face architectures of antigens and are thereby a welcome complement to immunoglobu-
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lins [15]. The affibody molecules are based on a small 6 kDa three-helix bundle domain
from staphylococcal protein A. By the use of combinatorial protein engineering on thirteen
amino acid positions, libraries have been created from which binders have been selected to
a variety of targets [37, 38]. Another domain of bacterial origin that with combinatorial
engineering can bind non-native targets with high affinities, are derivatives of the albu-
min binding domain of streptococcal protein G [39,40]. The so called DARPins consist of
four or five ankyrin repeat motifs that are linked by loops and function in analogy with
complementary determining regions of an antibody. The molecules are small (14-18 kDa)
but with the large distance between the separate binding sites, only conformational epi-
topes are reported to be reached [41]. Aptamers, which are protein binding DNA or RNA
molecules generated from libraries of variegated DNA or RNA [42], and the related second
generation somamers (slow off-rate modified aptamers) [43] have been presented with high
affinities for native proteins.

Sensitivity and selectivity of antibody binding

The definitions and usage of the, for immunoassays essential, words sensitivity and selec-
tivity, have been quite a controversy [44,45]. Armed with the argument that any technical
definition of a word should be as close as possible to the word’s conventional meaning,
which for sensitivity was condensed to "the ability of an instrument or person to sense or
perceive, and to respond to, a small stimulus..." [44], Ekins strongly suggests the definition
of sensitivity to be based on the limit of detection and not dependent on dose-response
curves. An evaluation of an assay sensitivity would then answer: At what lowest concen-
tration of target protein in a particular sample could the assay still give rise to a signal
that is detectable above a common background? Or what slight addition of target protein
could be perceived by the assay from a stable baseline?

"The meaning of the term ’sensitivity’...
is not a trivial semantic issue

of interest only to theoreticians,
but is fundamental to analytical science

and of major practical importance."
- Roger Ekins

The selectivity of a binder or a method is a measure of its ability to determine one specific
target protein without interference from other proteins that may be present at consider-
ably much higher concentrations than the intended target protein. Often this is termed
specificity, but the International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry (IUPAC) strongly
discourages the use of specificity since "specificity is considered as an absolute term, and
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thus cannot be graded... Few, if any, methods are specific." [45].

"Specificity is the ultimate of selectivity"
- IUPAC

Both of these measures, sensitivity and selectivity, together determines the antibodies
applicability as a tool to capture and detect specific proteins and both of these measures
are determined by the antibodies interaction strength to a particular target.

Chemical features of antibody binding

What determines how an antibody behaves in a given experiment? Even though I like to
consider them to, antibodies have no souls, no feelings and no temper. They do not get
offended by certain conditions and refuse to bind a target to instead bind something else in
pure protest. It is more likely that the total free energy of the system at a certain condition
favors one or another state of antibody antigen binding. A study published in two papers in
Science 1987 described the chemistry and mechanisms of antibody binding to a protein [24,
46]. Rabbit antisera from seven rabbits immunized with the protein myohemerythrin were
evaluated for binding to peptide homologs to determine the antigenicity of substructures
of the protein. In short, the authors claim the whole surface of the target protein being
antigenic, but with hotspots in three-dimensional elements of high local mobility, convex
surface shape and associated with a negative electrostatic potential. Replacing one amino
acid at a time, creating peptide analogs, the binding was evaluated to distinguish single
amino acid replacements at certain essential positions. Residues determined to be critical
based on reactivity from one rabbit were found to be critical for other responding rabbits
as well, although some rabbits did not show reactivity towards that part at all. This
implies that although different rabbits create different responses, the reactivities created
follow certain stereochemical properties of the target protein. It was found that several
hotspots contained one or more critical side chains protruding the surface of the protein
and one or more critical residues buried deeper in the structure. Since affinity binding
of antibody antigen is non-covalent, relying on the so called weak forces of especially van
der Waals interactions and hydrogen bonds, the antibody-antigen binding was found to be
driven to maximize the hydrophobic contact areas in the buried binding interface. As a
conclusion, the authors suggested the three-step mechanism of antibody-protein binding
which consists of recognition, induced fit and binding.
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Affinity

Both sensitivity and selectivity of an antibody assay are determined by its affinity towards
the specific target in relation to the affinity to other competing interaction partners. Affin-
ity is a measure of the strength of the molecular interactions, mainly hydrophobic and
electrostatic, which are the same interactions that stabilize native folding of proteins [21],
but also entropy effects are important when two molecules interact. A major contribution
to the free energy of protein folding comes from hydrophobic interactions with water. In
the interface of antibody-antigen, water molecules have been shown to stabilize the bind-
ing both by filling cavities and by forming hydrogen bonds [47]. Water molecules, being
functional dipoles, could create indirect salt bridges between charged residues both within
a structure and between proteins upon binding [46]. The antigenicity of a protein to an
antibody will also be determined by the energy cost of freeing bound water from the two
protein surfaces that will interact upon binding [24], or the energy gain of de-solvatizing
water molecules bound to hydrophobic regions [48]. All in all, the effect of freeing wa-
ter molecules on the free energy of protein interaction is a balance between entropy and
enthalpy, with the result dependent on each specific protein-protein structure [48].

There are several ways of measuring the affinity between an antibody and the antigen,
relying on either equilibrium or kinetic measurements [49]. The overall affinity is usually
expressed by the affinity constant Ka (M�1). A more practical unit to describe the overall
affinity is by the dissociation constant, kd (1/Ka, M), since a rule of thumb implies that
an antigen incubated over an antibody-coated surface at equilibrium, with a concentration
corresponding to the kd value of the interaction, will occupy half of the antibody binding
sites. Typical values of kd for an antibody-antigen interaction is in the interval 10�7 to
10�10 M [50]. With an assumed target protein of about 50 kDa, this concentration range
corresponds to a target protein concentration of µg/ml to ng/ml.

Considering the bivalency of antibody molecules, the affinity measure gets more complex.
While monovalent binding of antibody-antigen (paratope-epitope) could give a measure of
the intrinsic affinity, the functional affinity is the multivalent counterpart, determined by
the intrinsic affinity and possible avidity effects [21]. Binding strengths of the interactions
are also dependent on physical properties as temperature and pressure, as well as the
chemical composition of the solution namely the concentrations of ions, target molecules
and interfering molecules [21].

As discussed earlier, applying antibodies as capture reagents for profiling complex protein
samples such as plasma, the relative affinity of the antibody to different proteins (i.e. the
intended target and competing targets, respectively) and the relative concentrations of
those proteins are important factors determining the selectivity of the binder.
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Evaluating sensitivity and selectivity of different immunoassay formats

The considerations about selectivity and sensitivity that needs to be taken into account
when performing immunoassays are even more important when applying several binders
in parallel to profile the target proteins in directly labeled samples [51].

Direct labeling of complex samples means that a biochemical label, often biotin or a fluo-
rophore, with a protein reactive functional group, is applied to the sample with the ambition
of labeling most proteins present in that sample [52, 53]. The degree of labeling will be
affected by the accessibility of the reactive group on the protein (e.g. amines) that the
functional group on the label (e.g. carboxyl) targets.

Figure 1.6: Antibodies immobilized on a surface can be used to study
proteins in a biological sample. Either the complex sample is directly
labeled, or a labeled secondary antibody is used for detection.

Labeled samples allow for immunoassays that rely on one single antibody-antigen inter-
action, the capture event, to generate a signal. This interaction is independent of which
protein is captured, whether it is the intended target protein or another protein (off target
binding). In contrast, sandwich assays rely on a dual interaction to give a signal, since
one antibody captures the target protein and another target selective antibody is used to
detect the captured target protein. There is a slight risk that two antibodies generated
towards a protein to be cross reactive towards the same wrong protein, but there is still
an added value in the number of recognition events. A sandwich assay thereby gives an
increased reliability of the protein being correctly detected because of this dual recognition
requirement to generate a signal.

Sandwich assays are able to be multiplexed, and commercial kits of multiplex sandwich
assays are available. However, the development of such assays require large efforts. While
the presence of several capturing antibodies immobilized on a surface are not believed to
interfere with each other, adding several detection antibodies to the same solution is a
delicate matter. Antibodies are prone to cross react and the binding of one antibody to
another would interfere with both of their abilities to detect their target proteins. Thorough
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optimizations are needed to find suitable antibody mixtures with minimal interference
to the desired signals. Due to this risk of cross reactivity among detection antibodies,
multiplexed sandwich assays are only suitable for a limited number of targets [54].

To enable screenings of hundreds and potentially thousands of proteins simultaneously
with arrays of capture antibodies, direct labeling is considered a requirement. Sceptics
of the direct labeling approach claim that the aim of really large antibody arrays cannot
be reliable regardless of the quality of the generated antibodies, since direct labeling of
complex samples never can achieve the required specificity [51].

The sensitivity of an immunoassay is dependent on the assay system, the read out technol-
ogy and the affinity of the antibody. Determined through a limit of detection in the form of
a concentration of a target, the sensitivity could be evaluated in three ways: i) The target
molecule could be spiked into a complex sample resembling the finally intended situation
(e.g. serum from another species), in a dilution series, to evaluate the effect of less and less
target in a stable complex environment. It is difficult, though, to find a complex sample
that resembles the natural environment of the protein, but that does not contain the pro-
tein or a homologue that could interfere with the experiment. ii) The target molecule could
be spiked into a non-complex solution such as a buffer or a protein solution (e.g. phos-
phate buffered saline with bovine serum albumin, a simplified representation of plasma).
This gives a technical limit of detection but could be a misleading representative of a true
complex situation. iii) The limit of detection could be translated into a limit of dilution
where the full complex sample is diluted into a buffer or a protein solution and diluted
until the signal is no longer distinguishable from the background (pure dilution solution).
Most often, thorough sensitivity determinations are made on singleplex antibody-antigen
interactions. For the multiplex format, targeting several proteins in parallel that each have
different concentrations in the complex sample, with different antibodies that each show
different affinities towards each respective target, the third alternative of limit of dilution
is the practical alternative for sensitivity evaluations.

For evaluating the selectivity of an antibody within direct labeling approaches, inhibition
experiments which consist of challenging the interaction by an unlabeled representative
of the antigen, are useful. Here, the representation of the antigen in relation to the na-
tive protein is of crucial importance to keep in mind when evaluating the results. Ideally,
the selectivity of protein capture from a complex sample would be though MS-coupled im-
munoprecipitation, also known as pull-down assays. In this approach, the captured protein
is withdrawn from the complex environment, released from the antibody and identified by
protein identification methods such as MS. This type of evaluation is further discussed in
present investigations, in relation to Paper IV.
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Box 1.2 - The matrix effect. When performing dilution series to evaluate
binding characteristics and assay sensitivity, a common and troublesome effect
is when a higher concentration gives rise to a lower signal and further dilutions
of the complex sample raises the signal. This is denoted the matrix effect and is
apparent when profiling directly labeled plasma. For immunoassays in general,
it is recommended to dilute plasma at least four times to reduce this effect [55],
but applying directly labeled complex samples on bead based antibody arrays,
a dilution factor over 200 is necessary to avoid signal reduction (data not
shown).

The Triple A rule

To sum up the section of antibody-based interactions it can be concluded that inherent
properties of proteins binding proteins means that there is not always a straight line be-
tween a signal and a target protein concentration. Phrased in the Triple A rule (idea:
Jochen Schwenk): The signal from an affinity protein assay is dependent on Abundance,
Affinity and Accessibility. Abundance, because the target protein needs to be present in a
sample to be detected, and it needs to be present in such a concentration that the captur-
ing of it exceeds the noise level of the method. Affinity means that capturing of a protein
is dependent on the interaction constant of the binder to the specific target. In complex
samples, it is the relative affinity of the antibody to the target protein compared to the
affinity of other reactivity towards other more highly abundant molecules that determines
which protein that will be captured. Accessibility means that the epitope of the target
protein should be free from modifications (natural or by labeling procedures) or present
on the surface of the folded structure, and that the paratope of the antibody should be
equally accessible for binding after immobilization or modification.

Antigens as tools to study antibodies

Immobilized protein antigens can be used to study i) autoantibody responses [56], ii) im-
mune response of an infection [57], iii) selectivity and epitope recognition of antibodies [58]
as well as iv) protein functions, modifications and interactions to other proteins [59].

In this thesis, emphasis is on the use of proteins attached to a non-biological surface to
study the humoral immune response resulting from an infection, as investigated in Paper
I. This section on antigen-based profiling is intentionally more brief than the discussions
on antibody-based profiling, in relation to the time and efforts spent on the two separate
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approaches during my studies. The major concern for antigen-based antibody profiling is
weather the produced antigen is a similar-enough representation of the native antigen to
allow natural occurring antibodies recognize it. Just as the produced antigen needs to be a
similar enough representation of the native antigen to make antibodies generated against
the produced variant recognize naturally occurring antigens for antibody-based protein
profiling.

Figure 1.7: Antigens immobilized on a surface can be used to study the
antibody responses in biological sample. A labeled secondary antibody is
used for detection.

Serology

The term serology refers to the general study of serum, but in practice the word is used
when studying the humoral immune response, mainly antibodies. Profiling antibody levels
resulting from an infection can be used to detect, monitor and understand the disease
progression and the pathogenic mechanisms, to develop diagnostics for the infection or to
monitor the effects of a vaccine [60].

When screening patients humoral immune responses in the selection of immunogenic anti-
gens to create a new diagnostic test, it is important to consider at what time during the
path of infection the sampling was performed. Especially when using immunoglobulin spe-
cific secondary reagents, as antibody class switching occur during an immune response.
Early responses are best monitored by IgM-serology, while the immunological memory is
related to IgG molecules. Alternative sample types from mucosal areas, such as saliva and
nose swabs, are best combined with IgA-monitoring since this is the main antibody present
in mucosa.
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Naive antibody repertoires are estimated to contain B-cell receptors (cell anchored anti-
bodies) with around 10 million different specificities [1]. However, only activated B-cell
clones that have undergone affinity maturation and proliferation into antibody secreting
plasma cells will secrete soluble antibodies (see Chapter 3 for a brief overview of the im-
mune response). The antibody titer is defined as the highest dilution of serum that still
gives a detectable signal when the antibody binds its antigen [50]. This definition is of
course very rough, as different immunofluorescent assays show very different limits of de-
tections, but in a comparative way it is possible to distinguish specimens with different
relative antibody titers.

Generation of antigens

To generate antigens to study antibody responses in samples such as plasma or serum, the
representation of the antigen, the purity of the antigen and the presentation of the antigen
in the final serological assay are important factors to consider. All of these aspects could
be faced already in planning the antigen production workflow.

Recombinant antigen production refers to cloning a target gene into a host cell which
thereby is asked to express the protein, followed by purification and verification of the pro-
tein product. There are numerous alternative approaches to decide upon when perform-
ing recombinant protein production, and most alternatives affect the outcome of protein
yield [61]. Which type of cells should be used for expression? Which vector and cloning
strategy should be selected? Should the complete protein or a fragment be produced?
How should the protein be purified and evaluated? Is there a need for a fusion protein or
a purification tag, and in that case, which one? A thorough review of typical approaches
and pitfall have been presented as a combined effort of some of the largest protein pro-
duction efforts that in 2007 had produced thousands of recombinant proteins [61]. The
overall conclusion was (as so often) that every protein is unique and requires a certain
procedure. However, in the big picture, a majority of proteins may still be generated with
common, streamlined approaches that mainly included expression in E. coli, hexahistidine
purification tags for purification by metal ion chromatography followed by mass spectro-
metric evaluation of the protein product [61]. Within the Human Protein Atlas project for
example, thorough optimization have been conducted to produce human antigen fragments
in E. coli [62], and more than 36,000 antigens have been produced.

"... in any individual case, the methods will fail
more often than they succeed."

- Structural Genomics Consortium

It is important to consider to which extent the recombinant antigen could be interpreted
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as a representation of a native protein. One main limitation in the use of recombinant
versions of human antigens is the lack of postranslational modifications, such as glycosy-
lations, phosphorylations and acetylations, that could be the key to protein function and
recognition. A theoretical alternative would be systematic purification of human native
antigens, but this has to my current knowledge not been applied in any large scale. Con-
sidering the requirement of a protein-selective affinity molecule for an efficient purification,
the requirement creates a circular reasoning. To get to the protein, you need the binder.
To get the binder, you need the protein. Instead, recombinant production in eucaryotic
cells (e.g. yeast) are a reasonable and successful approach to get closer-to native proteins
than when applying bacterial hosts, but with high yields in cells that are easy to grow and
process [63].

The purification of antigens will determine the subsequent information that could be
extracted from analyses. Every protein immobilized to a bead, a planar slide or a reaction
well wall, could reveal reactivity, and especial bacterial proteins from prokaryotic host cells
could pose a problem in serological monitoring. Most antigens do not naturally share a
common domain between each other, as for example antibodies do. So for streamlined
purification strategies in high throughput, the use of fusion proteins or purification tags
are indespensable [64]. Although most tags are introduced for purification strategies, but
fusion proteins have show advantageous for solubility, yield and folding of recombinant
proteins as well [64, 65]. The Human Protein Atlas utilizes a dual affinity tag, based
on the albumin binding domain of streptococcal protein G for enhanced solubility and
immunogenicity [66] with a hexahistidine tag for purification [67].

Affinity tags can be cleaved off after purification if a protease cleavage site is introduced
in the gene sequence. However, the tag may also serve a purpose in assay developments.
Orientation directed immobilization could be directed towards a tag [68], and degree of
immobilization can be monitored by the use of a tag-specific detection reagent [69].
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Chapter 2

Protein microarrays

An array is a representation of entities in an ordered manner so that each entity could
be traced back to unique information. Either everything is ordered with a fixed position,
or unique tags could be associated to the entity with the possibility to mix it up and
sort it out later with the help of the tag. The positioning and the tagging are the bases of
planar arrays and bead arrays, respectively. Microarrays refers to a size requirement, where
spot or bead sizes should range between 1 and 1000 µm. Smaller spots will create nano
arrays, and considering reaching the size of molecules (an antibody is about 10 nm high
and wide), nano arrays have different requirements on assay set ups and read out methods.
Larger spots would move away from the theoretical benefit of small spots, referred to as
the ambient analyte theory which will be explained below, and would in the range of mm
be what is applied in micro titer plates in classical enzyme linked immunosorbent assay
(ELISA) settings [70].

"Order and simplification are the first steps
toward the mastery of a subject."

- Thomas Mann

Arrays as technical platforms were first suggested and developed for immunoassays already
in the 1980s [71], although it was the use of nucleic acids such as DNA and RNA that
proved the utility of the format [72–74]. The usefulness of nucleotide arrays, where single
stranded DNA probes are printed or synthesized on a surface and the signal depends on
the binding of a complementary strand of DNA from the biological sample, depends on
two aspects: First factor is the "simplicity" of how DNA molecules can be synthesized
with high reliability and the second is the fact that different DNA species bind their
correspondent complementary strand with approximately the same affinity and kinetics.
Neither of these aspects apply for proteins. In the year of 2001, Haab and colleagues showed
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the possibility of printing proteins for comparative profiling of differently labeled samples,
as a direct mimic of DNA hybridization arrays [75], while Zhu and colleagues presented the
first functional protein array of an, both at that time as well as today, impressive number
of 5800 yeast proteins [68].

Although the inherent biochemical properties of protein binding makes them much more
difficult to interpret than nucleotides, a new era emerged. The quest for systematic evalu-
ation of the protein functions followed as a consequence of the completed sequence of the
human genome in 2001 [3,4]. This is about when systematic efforts of generating antigens
and antibodies in large scales started which is the major requirement of creating dense
protein microarrays [76].

Coupling of proteins to solid supports

Protein microarrays are dependent on high quality protein binders and the necessity to
attach proteins to a solid support without interfering with their structure. Classical ELISA
[70] depends not on active coupling of proteins but undirected adsorption onto the plastic
surface of a microtiter plate well wall. The adsorption, although surprisingly effective, could
give problems in multiplex array settings if protein species at a specific site would detach
and re-adsorb at another site. Covalent coupling of proteins onto surfaces is thereby a
popular approach. Most coupling chemistries targets functional amines on proteins (either
lysine side chains or the N-terminal amine of the peptide backbone) since they have the
potential of forming peptide bonds with carboxyl groups. Targeting primary amines, of
which there often are several within a protein, results in proteins attached in a variety of
orientations on the solid support.

For antibody arrays, this means a risk of antibodies being coupled "hands down" onto a
surface when applying amine coupling reactions. Especially since the N-terminal amines
of the antibody’s heavy and light chains are all located in the same region as the paratope.
However, considering the large number of lysine residues in a typical IgG molecule, as
seen in figure 2.1, the chance of all molecules binding hands down have to be considered
minimal.

An alternative approach is to link proteins in a directed orientation. For antibodies, the use
of for example protein G, a bacterial protein with natural affinity to IgG constant region
[27], could work as an intermediate of the binding. If this specific orientation of antibodies
is desired together with a covalent link, this could be achieved by using synthetic affinity
probes targeting immunoglobulin constant regions with incorporated photoactivable cross
linkers [77]. Binding of recombinant proteins in a directed orientation could be achieved by
the application of Ni-slides onto which hexahistidine tagged proteins could be attached [68].
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Figure 2.1: Structure of mouse IgG. Protein surface colored according
to immunoglobulin chains with lysine residues highlighted in red. Adapted
from protein data bank entry 1IGT.

Although the metal ion-histidine interaction is not covalent, it is a strong interaction that
is also used for purification of recombinant antigens [19].

Ambient analyte theory

Microarray technologies are based on a principle termed the ambient analyte theory [71].
This theory describes the advantage of small amounts of immobilized capturing reagents
to analyze minute amounts of biological material. Based on the law of mass action, which
describes chemistry reactions in equilibrium, it has been shown that small spots with few
but densely packed capturing agents, maximize the fractional occupancy of the reagents
and capture target molecules in a local high concentration without depleting the biological
sample of the molecule and thereby interfering with the concentration and the chemical
equilibrium (see figure 2.2). This implies that small amounts of capture reagents gives an
advantage in assay sensitivity compared to higher amounts.

"Assays in the ambient analyte region were insensitive to
changes in volume and the number of particles"

- Zaheer Parpia

Ambient analyte limits are estimated to be reached if less than 0.1/Ka of target molecules
get captured, where Ka is the affinity constant of the antibody-antigen binding reaction
[71,78,79]. Approximating the dissociation constants for immunization derived antibodies
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A B C

Figure 2.2: The benefit of small spots of capturing molecules means
that captured proteins could reach a high local concentration (A) in com-
parison to (B) without depleting the sample of the target molecule (C).

to kd = 10�9M, this limit is reached if spot sizes are less than 100 µm2 containing capturing
reagents in the range of 106 to 108 molecules [50, 80]. A recent evaluation of bead based
immunoassays validated the theory in a way that a lower limit of detection was achieved
when the assay was performed within ambient conditions [79]. Theoretical implications of
the ambient analyte theory are that the generation of a signal is independent of both the
concentration of the immobilized antibody as well as the reaction volume of the sample,
enabling miniaturized assays with low reagent consumptions. Signals insensitive to changes
in reaction volumes further imply that precise volumes of sample are not needed to be
applied, which was shown by Parpia and colleagues [79], and that gives implications in the
benefit of using minute immunoassays in point-of-care settings.

Beads are a girls best friend

In the point of view of molecules, a slightly curved surface on a bead is as much a flat
surface as that of planar arrays on a microscope glass slide. Microbeads covered in affinity
reagents could be seen as free flowing microspots. This means that the between-spots
surface of a planar array have been removed and that every spot have been cut out and
made into a sphere that flow in solution. This evades the problem of protein adsorption
to the between-spots surface. Handling of small color coded magnetic beads that could be
combined to form arrays in numerous ways, that can be collected in a test tube and stored
in a pocket and that can be diluted and concentrated repeatedly, is a blessing. One by one
these beads are invisible for the human eye, but combined a couple of thousand they can
be collected into a small visible pellet. A bead collection of 384 bead identities (IDs) with
500’000 beads of each ID (192 million beads) form a pellet as large as an unpopped popcorn
seed and suspended in 3 ml buffer, the suspension mostly resemble brown mud.
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Microbeads have the ability to move around in suspension that planar arrays cannot. If
left unattended, the beads will sediment to the bottom of the tube or reaction well, but any
mixing procedure can lift them up again. It is misleading to assign microbeads the ability
of in solution kinetics, since beads cannot diffuse in liquid but only follow the turbulence
of the surrounding solution or succumb to gravity and sediment. Still, with two mobile
phases, the beads and the molecules, there is a greater chance of interaction to occur, than
with one non-mobile phase (planar arrays, ELISA-plates etc).

It was in 1977 that Horan and colleagues proposed flow cytometry analysis of bead im-
munoassays [81]. Two years later, simultaneous detection of two different analytes using
different sized beads was proposed by the same team [82]. Size separation proved hard to
multiplex further than four, but the color coded separation presented by Fulton and col-
leagues in 1997 [82] was easier to expand. These beads are nowadays part of a commercial
system with differentially dyed microspheres, a flow cytometer-based read out instrument
and a comprehensive software for simple data analysis. The technology was created by
Luminex corporation and was called the xMap technology [83].

Figure 2.3: The ratio of fluorescent dyes creates spectrally distinct
identities for each bead. The first generation of the xMap technology
contained 100 bead identities, which has been scaled up into 500 unique
bead identities.

Several other versions of microbeads have been developed, united by the dimension of mi-
crometers in diameter. Dynabeads offer one alternative without inherent tagging systems.
Some scientists create tagging systems of them own, combining fluorescent dyes, sizes and
other features that instruments could separate bead identities on. The highest multiplexity
reported up to date are 1725 "home-made", separable microbead identities presented by
Lund-Johansen and coworkers in 2011 [84].
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Color coded beads

The beads that have formed the basis of this thesis are the color coded paramagnetic
microspheres from Luminex Corp called MagPlex beads. In more detail, these microspheres
are 6.5 um in diameter and composed of a polystyrene resin coated with paramagnetic
flakes [85]. The color is incorporated into the beads by a process termed "swell and
shrink" [86]. Uncolored beads are immersed into a solvent containing a precise ratio of two
fluorophores. Due to the solvent, the polystyrene resin will swell, making the beads porous
and thereby allowing dye molecules to enter the beads. When the beads are transferred
into a neutral solvent, the beads shrink and the dye is trapped within each bead. The
specific ratios of two fluorophores creates a ten-by-ten matrix of color identities, giving 100
spectrally distinct beads which was presented in 2005. Five years later, the next generation
of multiplexing was created by generating this ten-by-ten matrix in five different layers,
thus creating 500 spectrally distinct beads (figure 2.3).

Upon analysis, the beads are aspirated into a fine needle that with a "suck and spit"-
technology creates a suspension of the beads. Passing through thinner and thinner capil-
laries, the beads line up one by one to pass two lasers. The first laser, with a wavelength of
635 nm [85], excites the two internal fluorophores whose emission wavelengths are recorded
by a detector. If the measured dual fluorescence falls within specific limits, denoted the
bead cloud, the passing object will be assigned a bead identity for the software to register.
If the fluorescence is not within the specific ranges of a bead cloud, the passing object will
be disregarded. Subsequently, the beads pass the second laser, with a wavelength of 532
nm [85], that will excite the reporter fluorophores captured on the surface of the bead as
a consequence of the conducted assay. When enough beads have passed the detector, the
median of this external fluorescence will be reported as the median fluorescence intensity
(MFI) for all beads registered with each bead identity. Besides the default exported MFI,
individual bead data can be extracted and used for more detailed studies of sub-populations
of the coated particles [87].

Recommendations from the manufacturer say to add 5000 beads per ID into each well,
and to count at least 100 beads of each ID. However, statistical analyses have reported
a mathematically stable median signal if at least 34 beads of each type are counted [88].
To reach at least 34 beads as registered events, the assay procedure (such as bead losses
within washing steps) and the multiplexity of the bead array (since more beads stabilize
each other, regardless of ID) determines how many beads that needs to be applied. This
number of beads have to be determined empirically and subjectively. Reports have stated
that more beads give a more stable MFI value [87], while fewer beads per well is an
economical preference.
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Figure 2.4: MagPlex beads are internally and uniformally dyed with a
distinct ratio of two fluorophorees and coated with magnetic iron flakes
and carboxyl groups. Primary amines of a protein, present either in
lysine side chains or in the N-terminus of the peptide chain, could react
with the carboxyl groups and form a covalent peptide bond. If a protein
have several functional amines, the orientation of the protein on the bead
will be sporadic.

Several versions of surface functionalized color coded beads are available. These beads

could be modified with antigens, antibodies or oligonucleotides to create multiplex as-

says specifically for a purpose. Ready-made kits of beads with quality controlled affinity

reagents already coupled onto them are available for the scientific community for more

directed studies. Using carboxylated beads, proteins can be attached through a carbodi-

imide coupling procedure creating a covalent peptide bond between the bead and primary

amines of the protein (figure 2.4).

Within the Human Protein Atlas, color coded beads with immobilized antigens have been

applied for evaluation of antibody specificities [89], beads coated with peptides have been

applied for epitope mapping of antibodies [90–92] and beads coated with both antigens

and antibodies have been applied for protein profiling of plasma and serum in various

aspects [93].

Protein arrays going deep, wide or personal

With functional protein arrays at hand, there are several alternative approaches on defining

in which direction to evolve. Increasing assay sensitivity would reach deeper into the plasma
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proteome and presumably detect target proteins that have not yet been able to be detected.
Increasing the protein density on the arrays could potentially enable full proteome studies
while increasing the throughput of samples could reveal the individual signatures that
are supposed to form a bases of personalized medicine. Interaction mapping is another
approach that potentially could enable more detailed biological information about disease
mechanisms.

Improved sensitivity

Enhanced sensitivity of any immunoassay could be achieved in three phases, as formulated
by Shi and colleagues [94]. Efforts could be made pre-detection, to enhance the detectabil-
ity of molecules that are present but invisible to applied methods, by for example heat
induced antigen retrieval as discussed in Chapter 3. Efforts on the detection phase could
be performed to reach a better resolution of small differences in captured molecules or am-
plification of the post-detection phase, exemplified by enhanced substrates for enzymatic
readout systems or nucleotide reagents that are able to be amplified.

Advancements in readout systems for microarray assays have promised increased sensitivity
into attomolar concentrations (sub-fg/ml of proteins with molecular weights between 20
and 200 kDa) with a linear range in six orders of magnitude. One of these is the magnetic
nano sensor technology [95, 96] that claims matrix insensitive assays since no biological
fluid have a detectable magnetic background. With the application of measuring binding
kinetics of antibodies to immobilized antigens, the read out system enabled detection of
as low as 50 zeptomoles of solute (30 000 molecules, 7 pg IgG) [97]. Another approach
of enhancing the detection step involved a novel nano structured plasmonic gold film as
solid support for planar arrays giving a 100-fold enhancement of the fluorescent signals.
This enables femtomolar detections (corresponding to sub-pg/ml) with a workflow that is
compatible with common fluorescent instruments of a microarray lab [98].

Opposite of the ambient analyte theory, Duffy and collegues have created a single molecule
detection ELISA based on the assumption of the Poisson distribution, where an excess of
capture antibodies on beads and minimal detection reagents translate into a digital single
molecule read out (on or off) [55]. The on state reflects one target protein detected by one
enzyme label while the vast majority of beads will be off, empty. Providing an impressive
sensitivity of subfemtomolar detection of human PSA spiked into bovine serum as a complex
matrix [55](corresponding to low fg/ml of PSA with a molecular weight of 28 kDa [99]),
with a six order of magnitude linear detection range when combining the digital read out
with a common analogue median intensity readout of each bead [100], the assay proves
useful for well validated systems and clinical application or for investigating theoretical
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aspects of bead based immunoassays [101]. However, the lack of multiplexity and low
throughput hinder the applicability of this particular approach for screening attempts and
discoveries of previously unknown markers.

Post detection strategies to enhance a signal can utilize read out systems based on nu-
cleotides, that enable enzymatic amplification. Rolling circle amplification have been com-
bined with immunoassays with resulting improved sensitivity [102] and combined with the
approach of proximity ligation, which requires three target selective antibodies to gener-
ate a signal, further adds reliability and relative sensitivity to the detection [103]. Other
approaches that associates immunoassays with DNA-labeling of antibodies utilizes what is
denoted immuno-PCR [104].

Towards proteome wide coverage

To create high density protein arrays, reaching numbers that bridges true microarray pro-
teomics (targeting a substantial fraction of a proteome with a microarray), efforts could
either be made in high throughput antigen fabrication followed by immobilization, or in-
novative approaches of DNA-to-protein array technology [105].

Figure 2.5: A surface area of 2 cm2 would theoretically fit 2,000,000
peptides (here exemplified by 36 spots).

Protein microarrays are crucial tools to evaluate binding specificities in large scale. The
Human Protein Atlas utilizes 384-plex interchangeable antigen arrays to evaluate the se-
lectivity of each antibody [69]. A similar approach has been conducted to evaluate shotgun
generated monoclonal antibodies on a close-to proteome wide level. A protein array con-
sisting of 16,368 full length human proteins produced recombinantly in yeast cells, have
been produced by printing purified proteins onto a single glass slides. The resulting hu-
man proteome array covered more than 60% of the annotated proteome and can enable
selectivity evaluations and functional studies on a massive scale [31]. Peptide arrays have
an advantage for high density array fabrication, in that the solid phase peptide synthesis
technology enables peptide chains to be produced directly on the array surface [58]. Ap-
plied for epitope mapping of polyclonal antibodies, an ultra high density peptide array was
constructed, representing more than 74,000 different peptides. The theoretical maximum
of such an approach was evaluated to be around 2,000,000 peptides on a 2 cm2 surface area
(see figure 2.5) [58].
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Considering high density antibody arrays, the numbers are far more modest. Planar arrays
of 810 antibodies targeting 741 cancer-related proteins have been created [106] and applied
for the study of 24 pancreatic cancer cell lines [107]. Our group currently analyzes 384-
plex antibody bead arrays on a regular basis, but the up-to-date greatest multiplexity of
antibody arrays, as well as bead identities as already mentioned, is the 1725-plex by Lund-
Johansen and coworkers [84]. With 1725 commercially available antibodies, they analyze
fractionated cell samples with flow cytometry.

Towards personalized medicine

Considering the growing number of analyses and the potential high throughput of samples,
microarray technologies are promising tools for personalized medicine, where a selection of
treatment or dose could be preceded by a screening determining the suitability of a treat-
ment strategy for each patient [108]. Sample throughput is an important aspect to gain in-
sight of the vast diversity of protein levels in individual patients, and such individual-based
knowledge is a prerequisite to bring protein profiling towards personalised medicine.

Although the field of protein microarrays is quite young, and the large scale applications on
large patient cohorts still lies predominantly ahead, efforts on the medium throughput of
samples (around 100) have been made. Wingren and colleagues have developed a procedure
based on selected scFv targeting mainly immunoregulatory proteins and immobilized on
planar arrays [109]. These arrays have been challenged with multiple medical questions and
multi-protein signatures have been discovered that were discriminating disease states within
pancreatic cancer [110], breast cancer [111] and functional for screening the complement
proteins [112].

Where would we want to go?

A dream method for proteomics would be an assay combining the selectivity of affinity
reagents with the multiplexity of array methods and the distinct protein identification
possibility of mass spectrometry.

There have been several advances within this field, although the multiplexity and high
throughput often falls behind. The advancements of selective reaction monitoring greatly
increased the sensitivity in MS analyses and the combination of such approaches with the
selective enrichment by antibodies have been suggested as a way for MS to target the low
abundant plasma proteome [113]. Protein complexes can be resolved by immunocapture
and MS-analysis which has been presented by Dyson and colleagues alongside a strategy
for developing suitable binders for this type of capture [114]. The combination of antibody
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array capture and MS read out has been proposed using hydragels as reaction chambers,
unfortunately without evidence of multiplexity [115]. A variant of the immunoenrichment
of target proteins is the use of anti-peptide antibodies onto which a sample is exposed after
trypsination, that will enrich specific peptides instead of proteins. To reduce the number
of required antibodies for a full proteome coverage, antipeptide motif antibodies have
been designed that target short amino acid sequences typically shared by some hundreds
of proteins. By this approach, a limited set of antibodies theoretically can cover the
complete proteome [116, 117]. This peptide clean-up have been suggested to yield a two
to three-fold enhanced detection limit in mass spectrometric analyses because of reduced
complexity [15].
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Chapter 3

Blood

Simply speaking, a body of a multicellular organism, such as humans, could be described
as built up of three sorts of components; cells, extracellular matrix and body fluids. For
proteomics studies of an organism, all three components could be applied.

The cells are often considered as the most important features of a body. There are numerous
types of cells with very different appearances and processes, but uniting the cells is a specific
structure of a membrane incapsulated content of organelles. Much of the cell is constructed
of proteins and much of the functions performed by the cell are carried out by proteins.
Proteins are amino acid chains with specific structures that determines their functions.
The function could be everything from energy conversion, catalysis of reactions to rigid
support. Other molecules are equally essential for the structure and function of each cell:
lipids are crucial for membrane formation, nucleic acids store the code of life in the double
helix deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) and translates it into proteins through ribonucleic acid
(RNA) and not to forget water, sugars and salts that are essential for life, both per se and
to stabilize protein structures.

The second type of component is the extracellular matrix that surrounds the cells and
together with them constitute organs (e.g. brain, liver, heart, muscles etc). Some organs
have cells packed very densely leaving little room for extracellular matrix (e.g. skin), while
other tissues have the vital cells more disperse and thereby a larger fraction of extracellular
matrix (e.g. cartilage). Although living constantly in the scientific shadow of the cells, the
extracellular matrix has been shown to be very important for the function and structure
of everything present on the outside of the cells. The matrix is constructed of a network
of fibrous proteins, mainly collagen, encapsulating a lot of water, cells and molecules. The
extracellular matrix of a human adult contains about 17 liters of fluid but is practically
unsampleable [1].
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Figure 3.1: Cells and extracellular matrix construct tissues that build
up organs of a body.

The third component, which is what this thesis is mainly about, consists of the body fluids
such as blood, lymph, cerebrospinal fluid, synovial fluid, urine, tears, saliva, gastric juice
etc. These fluids flow within tissue structures such as the blood vessels, lymph vessels and
central nervous system. The fluids are mostly comprised of water but contains circulating
cells and soluble proteins, fatty acids, carbohydrates and salts. Some of these free flowing
proteins have known functions in circulation and will be handled below. Some of these
proteins have unknown functions but reside in a concentration much higher than would
be expected if their presence was unintentional [118]. There is also a general belief among
protein scientists that most proteins, if not all, are likely to appear in circulation at some
time point, due to active secretion or leakage from cells [119].

What is in a drop of blood?

Blood is a systemic body fluid meaning that it circulates the whole body and functions as
the main transportation system (see figure 3.2). Not only oxygen and carbon dioxide are
transported by the blood, but also nutrients, metabolites, vitamins and signaling molecules
such as hormones. Although some molecules flow freely in circulation, the use of carrier
proteins to transport certain molecules is tremendously important. By binding to plasma
proteins, hydrophobic substances such as lipids can be held in solution and small molecules
such as ions and certain drugs can evade renal excretion [120]. Oxygen needs transportation
by the red blood cells (erythrocytes) in which the protein hemoglobin binds the oxygen and
delivers it from the lungs to all cells of the body. Besides the purpose of transportation,
blood also maintains the body temperature and create a biological buffering environment
of proteins and electrolytes. It has the ability of coagulation to avoid loss of blood when
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a vessel is wounded, and it contains the cells and proteins of the immune system that
comprises the body’s defense agains invading pathogens.

A human adult carries about 4-5 liters of blood [120]. Of this, about half the volume
is plasma and the rest is constituted by blood cells. The combined amount of soluble
protein in the plasma fraction is estimated to around 200 g, approximately 70-90 g/l,
whereof more than half of the protein mass consists of albumin, the main plasma protein.
Electrolytes in blood are dominated by Na+ and Cl�, which is a very different composition
compared to the insides of the cell, the cytoplasm, where K+ dominated the cations and
net negatively charged proteins dominate the anions [120]. The permeability of vessel
walls for macromolecules such as proteins varies greatly between tissues. Liver have a high
permeability which is also highlighted by the fact that most plasma proteins are produced
in the liver [121], whereas the blood-brain-barrier has a much stricter admittance.

Defining the complete human plasma proteome

Albumens and globulins were described as proteid substances in blood already in 1890
[122]. Electrophoresis of serum to separate the albumen and globulin fractions have been
conducted since 1937, when Tiselius showed that three distinct globulin peaks, besides the
albumin peak, could be separated in serum [123]. The third peak, the gammaglobulins,
comprise what we today denote antibodies or immunoglobulins. The relative amounts of
these four fractions of plasma proteins were found to vary in different diseases. Already in
1947, comparative plasma protein profiling had been conducted on pneumonia, sarcoidosis,
disseminated lupus erythematosus, myeloma, tuberculosis, malaria and rheumatic fever
among others [123]. A sophisticated conclusion for the time was the finding of tissue
protein leakage into circulation, since a rise in a globulin was found to indicate tissue
destruction [123].

"Proteins in plasma have been studied
since before we knew genes existed"

- Leigh Andersson

For diagnostic and prognostic purposes and because of the simplicity in sampling, biomark-
ers detectable in blood are of specific interest. Biomarkers could comprise any biomolecule
that could be measured to give insight about a condition, such as DNA or metabolites,
but here protein biomarkers will be discussed. Which proteins are then detectable in
blood? Defining the whole protein content of blood is a difficult task and perhaps not
even possible. The well studied functions of blood, of which a few are presented below,
have protein components that are well defined. But the blood also contains an arsenal of
signaling molecules as well as leakage products from tissues, foreign proteins from invading
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Figure 3.2: The blood system is the primary
transport network of the body. Oxygen is de-
livered to cells by the red blood cells, waste
products are carried away and filtered by the
kidneys and the white blood cells fight off in-
vading pathogens. This illustration by Linda
Nye highlight some key components across ten
orders of magnitude, from the pumping heart
muscle down to a heme molecule. Reprinted
with permission from Linda Nye and the Ex-
ploratorium.
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pathogens and potentially also proteins from food intake. This means an always chang-
ing composition of proteins depending on health state and time point, so the definition
of a plasma proteome needs to be as versatile as the composition. The plasma proteome
has been described as the most complex (since it potentially contains cellular proteomes
as well), the most difficult to study (because of the massive albumin content comprising
about 55% of the total protein amount), the most important from a clinical diagnostic
perspective and the most sampled of all human sub-proteomes [1].

A large attempt to define the plasma proteome have been conducted by MS based efforts,
and a pilot phase of the Plasma Proteome Project was initiated by the HUPO organization
in 2002 [124]. In this effort, standardized blood samples was sent to 35 labs around the
world for reports of total protein detection [125]. All in all, peptides from more than 9’000
proteins were identified, but after applying stringent criteria for a statistically reliable
detection, a list of 3000 proteins was published. One year later, the list was revised into
889 non-redundant plasma proteins of a more certain presence and the project has not
been regarded as successful [126]. This project highlights many aspects needed to be
considered when attempting these large combined studies [127]. If two labs use somewhat
complementary techniques and one lab finds 1000 proteins and the other 1000 different
proteins, are all 2000 proteins trustworthy? None? How much overlap with complementary
techniques should be demanded for a reliable detection? This was greatly highlighted by
a similar approach by Leigh Anderson and co-workers in a study attempting to define the
plasma proteome using three complementary MS-based techniques and literature mining
[119]. The three laboratory methods differed in the pre-MS sample preparations. The
first method applied two-dimensional electrophoretic separation of proteins, the second
applied tryptic digestion followed by chromatographic separation of peptides and the third
applied tryptic digestion and separation of peptides corresponding to low molecular mass
components, followed by MS-analysis of peptides for protein detection. A resulting non
redundant list of 1175 discovered gene products was presented, with 195 proteins detected
with more than one method and an overlap of 46 proteins that were discovered by all three
laboratory methods and were previously reported in literature. This clearly highlights
that some proteins are unlikely if not impossible to detect with a certain method, that
the methods are truly complementary and that every plasma protein quest needs to be
adjusted for targets, aims and future applications.

Despite the uncertainty of the complete composition, there are proteins known as plasma
proteins. It is stated that the 10 most abundant plasma proteins together comprise 90%
of the combined protein amount in blood and the 20 most abundant proteins constitute
99% [128, 129]. The protein amount is dominated by serum albumin to such an extent it
has no comparisons in any other tissue or cell. Following albumin in abundance are mostly
proteins included in the immune system (immunoglobulins (antibodies) and complement
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components) and related to coagulation (fibrinogen, fibrillin etc).

Albumin

The most abundant protein in plasma, human serum albumin (HSA or ALB), deserves
a closer presentation in a thesis about profiling proteins in blood. Albumin is a 64 kDa
"heart shaped" monomeric non-glycosylated protein [130]. The single amino acid chain is
organized into three domains, each consisting of two multi-helical bundles. The structure of
albumin creates certain positions favourable for ligand binding, and for example the anti-
inflammatory agent ibuprofen have a preferred binding site on albumin [130]. Albumin
functions predominantly as a carrier protein with the ability of binding a wide variety of
molecules at different interfaces. It binds fatty acids that would otherwise be insoluble in
plasma, it binds and transports small molecules such as drugs, it can serve as a buffer of
heme and holds the greatest antioxidant role in blood carrying oxygen radicals [130]. The
large amount of albumin in plasma has a main purpose of maintaining the osmotic pressure
in circulation [120].

"Egg albumen was prepared by cutting
up the glairy white of an egg

and squeezing it through a linen cloth."
- Haycraft and Duggan (1890)

Albumin is produced in the liver as pre-proalbumin which is cleaved into pro albumin (also
known as transthyrethin) which is secreted into the blood. Albumin is not only present in
blood plasma, but also in extracellular space and it is the most abundant protein in other
body fluids, such as cerebrospinal fluid [120].

The importance of albumin is also enlightened by old references that use the word albumen
and albumens instead of protein and proteins [122].

Coagulation

One of the most apparent functions of blood is it’s ability to coagulate, meaning that blood
withdrawn from an organism will transform into a gel within minutes, to such an extent
that the container into which the blood was poured can be turned upside down [131]. Three
plausible causes of coagulation could in the late 19th century be rejected: temperature,
contact with air or tranquility (loss of circulation movement) [131]. Instead a conclusion
was set that the blood contains, by itself, all factors needed for coagulation. Already in
1777, Hewson could show that fibrinogen was the proceeder to the fibrin structure that
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creates a blod clot and that fibrinogen was present in the blood liquid (plasma) and not
associated to the red globular structures (red blood cells) [131]. It was also concluded at
that time that calcium was required for the transformation of prothrombin into thrombin
and for fibrinogen into the fibrous fibrin.

Thrombosis is a process performed by the platelets (thrombocytes, the smallest blood
cells) and a protein cascade (coagulation) resulting in a fibrous structure formation of
fibrin. The coagulation factors are mainly referred to by roman numerals. A famous one
is factor VIII where a deficiency of the same causes the most common form of hereditary
bleeding sickness, hemophilia A.

The coagulation process is initiated by contact with molecular structures that does not
reside in vessels but that are common in other tissues [120, 132]. There are two known
pathways that initiates the cascade, the intrinsic and extrinsic pathway, and both contains
intricate feedback, feedforward augmenting and inhibiting mechanisms. Tissue damage
will initiate the process to avoid blood assembly into body cavities or blood loss. Both
negatively charged collagen or tissue thromboplastin could initiate the cascade by activation
of platelets, factor XII or factor VII. Platelets will adhere to collagen fibers of the vessel
wall, creating a first barrier in the form or a platelet plug, and secrete signaling proteins to
induce vasoconstriction, recruitment of more platelets and induce a conformational change
of the platelets (from spherical to amorphous). Meanwhile, the coagulation factors in the
blood will start a chemical cascade of reactions with the finale of thrombin (factor II)
induced cleavage of fibrinogen (factor I) into monomeric fibrin that assembles into fibrin
polymers that in turn are covalently cross-linked by factor XIII into a covalent network of
fibrin. Capturing multiple blood platelets as well as other proteins into this meshwork, the
fibrin structure is the reason for the high viscous formation known as thrombus (blot clot).
The coagulation factors are mainly serine proteases that are highly dependent on Ca2+ for
their enzymatic activity. Metal ion chelators such as EDTA (ethylenediamine tetra acetic
acid) and sodium citrate function as anticoagulants by binding calcium. Another common
anticoagulant is heparin which resides naturally in circulation and is the main activator of
antithrombin III which inhibits the formation of fibrin on many levels of the coagulation
cascade. To avoid blot clots in circulation, fibrin is degraded into soluble peptides by
plasmin as soon as tissue repair is initiated.

Natural blood clotting is used when preparing serum out of withdrawn blood, while anti-
coagulants are added to the sample to prepare plasma. See below for further discussions
about blood serum and plasma as sample sources.
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The immune system

The immune system is an impressively efficient collection of cells, proteins and small
molecules that protect the body from intruding pathogens [20]. In relation to my work, a
brief presentation of the immune system, and particularly the generation of antibodies, is
appropriate. The immune system can be divided into the innate immune system (strike
without thinking) and the adaptive immune system (check what you are fighting and ad-
just your weapons accordingly), where antibodies are a typical feature of the latter. Both
of these systems rely on both cellular and protein mediated defenses and they are largely
entangled. The cells included go under the common category ’white blood cells’. The first
line of defense is though the physical barriers that prevents pathogens to enter the body,
exemplified by skin and mucosal membranes. For example, perspiration and coughing are
processes that furthermore hinder pathogens from entering the body, as well as chemical
barriers such as the acidic environment of the stomach. Once a pathogen is inside, the
innate immune response is quick to react since the cells and proteins recognize classes of
molecules related to pathogens and not specific pathogens. Phagocytosis is a process where
cells engulf material, foreign or self-derived, and is carried out mainly by blood monocytes,
neutrophils and tissue macrophages. Soluble factors of the innate immune system com-
prises hydrolytic enzymes such as lysozyme that can degrade bacterial cell walls and that is
found in tears and mucous secretions. Cell-associated receptors such as the toll-like recep-
tors are important factors in microbe pattern recognition that activates an inflammatory
response. The inflammation will gather elements of immunity at the site of infection and
thereby activate the adaptive response.

The adaptive response enters battle first when an antigenic recognition has occurred, typ-
ically within five or six days from the first encounter with a certain pathogen. It is a slow
starter in comparison to the innate response because of the high specificity of the response.
Fortunately, because of a sophisticated immunologic memory, the subsequent encounter
with the same pathogen species will result in a much quicker and stronger adaptive immune
response than the first time. This is the basis of vaccination and immunity to certain dis-
eases that you acquire after having had them once. The adaptive response is focused around
lymphocytes, antigen presenting cells and antibodies. Foreign pathogens, might be intra-
cellular such as viruses or extracellular such as bacteria, will be digested and small pieces
thereof will be presented to lymphocytes via attachment to certain receptors on the outside
of the cell surface, called major histocompatibility complexes (MHC). T-lymphocytes (T-
cells) will, with their membrane bound T-cell receptors, recognize molecules presented by
antigen presenting cells. The recognition will trigger activation in the T-cell, with different
results depending on the type of T-cell. T-helper cells can either activate B-cells into an
antibody mediated response (TH1) or activate other immune cells into an inflammatory
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Figure 3.3: T-cells and B-cells use specific molecular recognition and
comprise a part of the adaptive immune system. Antigen presenting cells
activate T-cells into either a T-helper response (for exogenous pathogens)
that can activate either an inflammatory or a humoral response by re-
lease of cytokines or by cell to cell signals, or a cytotoxic response (for
endogenous pathogens) that kills the presenting cell and thereby the virus.
Circulating B-cells proliferate into antibody secreting plasma cells after
recognition of an antigen and activation from a T-cell.
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response (TH2) and cytotoxic T-cells kill the antigen presenting cell upon activation (see
figure 3.3).

The antigen binding receptor of B-lymphocytes have the ability to recognize soluble anti-
gens in circulation. The binding of such an antigen will, with stimulation from a T-helper
cell, trigger differentiation of that specific B-cell into memory B-cells and effector B-cells.
The latter undergo clonal rearrangement of the genes responsible of the antigen binding
resulting in an affinity maturation of the binder. These new binders will then be secreted
as antibodies in large amounts. The antigen triggered antibody response will be of a poly-
clonal nature, meaning that several alternatives of antibodies towards the same target will
be produced by several clones of B-cells. The effector function of the secreted antibod-
ies act in different ways. Antibodies can neutralize the harmfulness of toxins simply by
binding them, they can trap pathogens in cross-linked clusters that are easily ingested by
phagocytic cells, or they could activate the complement system that at the end of a cascade
of reactions kills bacteria by drilling a whole in their cell wall [20].

The binders of the adaptive immune response, both antibodies and T-cell receptors, have
a high selectivity in the recognition event that could be altered by only one amino acid
substitution and an impressive diversity in binding targets. Naive B-cells circulate the
body comprising an arsenal of binding specificities, created by random combination of
gene segments. It has been approximated that the antibody repertoire of a "normal" adult
should be of about 10 million different clones, with different binding specificities [1]. Before
being released into circulation though, the B-cells undergo a negative selection process in
the lymphatic tissue where they are faced with self-antigens (antigens from the own body)
and all binders towards that are destroyed. Somehow, this is not perfectly functional
in all cases with resulting autoantibodies and chronic inflammation induced towards the
own body, for example in rheumatoid arthritis or multiple sclerosis [133, 134]. Antigenic
selectivity, diversity of binders, immunological memory and self-non-self recognition are
the key events that make the adaptive immune response so powerful [20].

The proteins of the complement system straddle both the innate and adaptive immune
systems. The complement components circulate the body in inactive states, ready to
strike by a cascade of reactions. The classical pathway includes nine molecules denoted
C1 to C9 which activates each other and results in the formation of a membrane attack
complex, that drills a cylindrical hole through the plasma membrane of bacteria, leading
to lysis and death of the bacterial cell. Besides cytolysis of the microbe, the activation
of the complement cascade also leads to opsonization of pathogens and an inflammatory
attraction of immune cells [20].
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Blood as sample source

Within a drop of blood, a spectrum of clinical information about the patient becomes
available. The cells and proteins of the immune system could reveal if the body’s defense
is activated, acute phase proteins gets altered plasma concentrations depending on inflam-
mation and tissue specific or tumor specific proteins may leak into the blood stream as a
consequence of tissue damage, potentially giving insight of local damages through the sys-
temic circulation. Regardless of disorder, to reveal the medical condition based on a blood
test is considered a dream scenario, and blood is clinically the most frequently sampled
body material. In contrast to a tissue biopsy, the withdrawal of blood is both relatively
patient friendly and relatively representative, as a selection of cells is neither necessary
nor applicable for a suspension. Blood derived samples such as serum and plasma are also
relatively easy to process and to store. Other easily accessible sample types, such as urine
and saliva, could be highly informative for local damages, but are not systemic fluids.

"For example, feces, while easy to obtain, generally is
considered difficult to process because of cultural reasons"

- Roger L. Lundblad

The first examples of comparative protein profiling of blood based samples were conducted
in the early 20th century [135], focused on the albumin to globulin ratio. Interesting to note
is that regardless of how rough the knowledge of plasma proteins have been, differences in
case control comparisons have been detected.

Serum/plasma

Buffy coat 

Red blood cells

Blood

Figure 3.4: Blood is transformed into serum or plasma by centrifuging
down the blood cells. With the addition of an anticoagulant the liquid
obtained is denoted plasma. If the blood is allowed to coagulate and the
fibrin clot is centrifuged down as well, the liquid is denoted serum.

If blood is left untreated, it will coagulate and form a viscous clot in the test tube. This
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clot, containing blood cells and the fibrous protein network resulted from coagulation, can
be pelleted through centrifugation, leaving the residual blood liquid as a generally pale
yellow solution. This solution is know as serum and contains most soluble proteins circu-
lating in the bloodstream. However, because of the clotting mechanism, the coagulation
proteins will be removed to a large extent, together with other proteins prone to adhere to
the fibrin network. Serum will additionally contain leakage product from cells that brake
during coagulation, shown by elevated levels of serotonin [132], and an increase of the in-
tracellular electrolyte K+ [136].

Box 3.1 - Note from experience: Whole blood that has been frozen prior
centrifugation will never separate into a dark pellet and a pale solution upon
centrifugation. Freezing and thawing makes the blood cells burst resulting
in cell contents leaking out into the solution and the compromised sample
is demoted hemolysed. Thanks to the intense red color from hemoglobin,
hemolysed samples are easy to recognize and could be handled separately.

Besides creating serum from blood by coagulation and centrifugation, an alternative is to
add an anticoagulant agent (EDTA, citrate or heparin) to the blood sample tube. This
will interfere with the coagulation cascade, either by binding calcium or by activating
inhibitors of the cascade, leaving fibrinogen and the other clotting proteins soluble. The
blood cells could then be centrifuged down leaving a pale yellow solution known as plasma.
In comparison to serum, plasma often appear thicker and with a smeary layer on top which
is much dependent on the fat content in the blood.

The choice of studying serum or plasma in any project is most often dependent on avail-
ability in biobanks. If a project will initiate a new sampling, the choice of serum or plasma,
as well as carefully defined sampling conditions, are crucial. The most important point
though is that the same sample source is consistent throughout the study for cases and
controls. To some extent, serum is a less complex sample than plasma since the clotting
proteins have been removed, but the procedure to prepare serum is highly dependent on
clotting times and tube types [137]. When preparing plasma, which anticoagulant applied
(EDTA, heparin or citrate) can affect the composition of the sample and might thereby
affect the performance of the assay later on. Several studies have been applied to compare
serum and plasma as starting material for biomarker discovery and the general conclusion
is that the choice of sample type affects outcome, but which sample is preferred is much
dependent on the assay of choice and eventually which proteins that are targeted.

In a mass-spectrometric analyses of mainly low-molecular-weight proteins in serum and
plasma it was found that the sampling procedure, including preparation of serum or plasma,
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choice of anticoagulant for plasma and variations in tube type and clotting time for serum,
greatly affected the outcome in detectable peptide peaks [137]. However, factors such as
storage conditions, repeated freezing and thawing of samples and whether overnight fast-
ing was applied for patients before sampling had only minor effects in the same analysis.
A multiplex sandwich ELISA approach measuring 100 soluble factors comparing the pro-
teomic content of serum and plasma and modified variants thereof, reported 18 factors with
higher levels in serum compared to plasma while only two factors were detected to a larger
extent in plasma [138]. A comparative profiling using suspension bead arrays and directly
labeled samples showed that 36 out of 174 applied antibodies showed differential signals in
serum and plasma with most detectability reported in plasma [139]. Interestingly, when
these 36 antibodies were removed from analyses, samples clustered according to individual
and not sample preparation type, meaning that looking beyond the differentially detected
proteins, the individual profiles between patients were more influential than any technical
artifact residing from the preparation.

Tweak the protein content

Biotechnological analyses of crude, undiluted, serum or plasma is not commonly performed,
but the spectra of different sample preparation techniques is vast. The preparation that
has the smallest interference of a samples protein contents is dilution of each sample into an
assay buffer. Assay buffers are usually based on a solution with a biological ionic strength,
meaning a salt concentration mimicking blood, often phosphate buffered saline (PBS) of
a pH of 7.2. Supplements can be added the solution to reduce unwanted interactions.
The supplements are highly dependent on the application and needs to be tested, but
often a stabilizing protein content is favorable. Here, bovine serum albumin (BSA) or
casein (the main protein of cow milk) are cheap and well studied alternatives. The main
purpose of these additives is to make proteins "feel at home". Proteins can be considered
as delicate structures with a "high temper". Small alterations in physical conditions and
the proteins behave very differently from their functions in vivo. Considerations about
keeping proteins "happy" are most important for functional assays of e.g. enzymes, while
detection strategies (protein is present or not) could be simpler. Applying proteins as
binders to detect other proteins, considerations have to be taken to ensure that the binders
are also functional to fulfill their task, which has been discussed in previous chapters.

The extreme dynamic range of protein concentrations in plasma spans ten orders of magni-
tude between the highest abundant protein (albumin of about 50 mg/ml = 50,000,000,000
pg/ml) and one of the lowest abundant proteins known today (interleukin-6 of about 5
pg/ml). To reduce the complexity of plasma or serum, several approaches to select a
sub-proteome have been developed. Depletion strategies removes the highest abundant
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proteins, fractionation splits the sample into several fractions where each is equally inter-
esting and enrichment strategies enrich for proteins of a certain feature.

"Divide to conquer"
- Sun Tam, on fractionation

Depletion refers to removal of a subset of well known high abundant protein species, usu-
ally by affinity interactions [140], to hopefully increase the detectability of lower abundant
proteins [141]. Considering the carrier function of albumin, there is a risk that depletion
strategies remove more than expected. For some applications, depletion of high abundant
protein has been shown to have an adverse effect on data quality [106], while other re-
ports the depletion process to be efficient and reproducible [142]. Besides affinity reagents,
depletion of proteins has classically been achieved by salting out or cold ethanol precipita-
tion [143], but inventive approaches uses features such as the use of reptilase, an enzyme
from a venomous snake [144].

In contrast to depletion where the high abundant proteins are discarded, by fractionation I
refer to separation of the sample into several subsets, all of which are analyzed in following
experiments. This is a highly favorable approach as long as the fractionation technique is
reproducible, but with the main disadvantage of increasing the number of samples which
interferes with sample throughput. The most common way to perform fractionation is by
chromatography techniques, where either size, affinity, electrostatic or hydrophobic aspects
of proteins are used for separation [143]. Size fractionation is so important for MS-based
analyses that it is nowadays combined into one machine, denoted liquid chromatography
mass spectrometry (LC-MS). Several separation criteria could be combined to achieve
higher resolution, such as isoelectric focusing and electrophoresis that are combined into
two-dimensional electrophoresis. This results in a protein map of spots specific for a patient
and sample, and spots could be cut out and the proteins within can be identified with
MS [145].

Enrichment strategies target a specific sub-proteome. When measuring cellular proteomes,
one version of this is the targeting of cell surface proteins by labeling whole cells followed
by lysis [146]. Enrichments could then be performed targeting the label that will enrich
for proteins with extracellular parts only. Enrichments could also target modifications
such as phosphorylations [147] or peptides from selected proteins for targeted MS analysis
[140]. Creating antibodies towards all sots of peptides would be a tremendous task, but
by designing antibodies towards short peptide motifs that are shared by a decent number
of proteins, sophisticated enrichments could be achieved [116, 117], as was mentioned in
Chapter 2.
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Heating proteins

Heat induced aggregation of proteins is perhaps the most classical study of proteins [122],
highlighted by the fact that when proteins was first described, they were discriminated
from other biomolecules by their ability to coagulate upon heating. The mechanism of sol-
vated proteins to "flocculate into cloudy aggregates" upon heating have been debated and
adjusted throughout history. In 1883, Rosenberg could conclude that heating transformed
albumin (a common denominator for blood protein, not specifically the albumin we know
today) into an unknown body which coagulate upon addition of salts to the solution [148].
Hardy could 1899 clarify this model into the presented two-step aggregation model that
still holds, where proteins under influence by hot water first undergo denaturation followed
by agglutination of the denatured particles (see figure 3.5) [149]. In the early 20th cen-
tury it was concluded that the heat induced aggregation was not merely a temperature
effect, but that water was critical for the process and that temperature was needed to
accelerate it [150, 151]. First in 1944 did the denaturation of proteins involve the word
unfolding [152].

Figure 3.5: Heat is believed to induce protein aggregation through two
actions. First denaturation of native folded proteins into unfolded states,
followed by aggregation of unfolded proteins, probably driven by minimiz-
ing the contact between hydrophobic residues and water molecules.

The current view of heat induced protein aggregation is based on specific thermodynamic
properties of each protein molecule. Every protein has its own thermodynamic stability
determined by forces within the molecule (primary, secondary and tertiary structure) as
well as stabilizers from the outside (solvent, ligands etc). Proteins do not require to be
completely denatured for aggregation to occur. Subtle changes in the structure is enough
to promote protein aggregation [153], and these subtle structural rearrangements could be
induced by the energy transferred to the system upon heating.

The thermal stability of a protein can be affected by many factors. One is the feature called
molecular crowding, which occurs when the average distance between two proteins in a
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solution is comparable with the gyration radius of the protein [154]. Since unfolded proteins
are an energetically unfavorable state and has a larger gyration radius than compact folded
proteins, the unfolding of one protein will by steric effects stabilize the surrounding protein
species still in native conformations. This implies that in a heterogeneous solution of
proteins, the unfolding of the least thermally stable proteins will increase the thermal
stability of the other proteins [154]. With implications mainly on thermal stability of
proteins within cells, where the crowding of macromolecules occupies about 40% of the
cytoplasmic volume [154], the molecular crowding theory could have an impact of complex,
yet diluted, protein solution such as plasma.

Molecular dancing.
Also known as thermodynamics.

Water is a crucial component of protein stability and thermodynamics. Water molecules
have a dielectric ability and interfacial water function as linkers of hydrogen bonds to sta-
bilize proteins. The presence of water is also a major driving point for proteins to embed
hydrophobic parts within the folded structure [155].

Box 3.2 - An analogue of molecular crowding into the dance floor a
friday night. Imagine a dance floor early in the evening where most people
dance in small movements. The least stable person (stabilized by shyness,
unstabilized by alcohol) will be the first to let loose in a frantic dance of large
movements. As most people with such experience knows, this will result in a
more crowded state for all the other people of the dance floor, leaving space
for the frantic dancer (known as the ring). This will increase the threshold of
another dancer to go crazy. But as the temperature rises as the evening pro-
gresses, more and more people will pass the threshold and dance like maniacs,
with the consequence of potential impacts and resulting injury.

Heating proteins for a purpose

Heating of plasma prior to protein analyses has been applied for several purposes. The
defined temperature of 56�C is surprisingly recurrent throughout literature, probably em-
pirically selected because several proteins have thermal stability temperatures just between
50 and 60�C. Heat treatment of sera at 56�C for 30 minutes to one hour have been used
classically to inactivate complement components and prevent the occurrence of comple-
ment mediated lysis in cell cultures [156]. The same treatment have been recommended
to inactivate certain viruses in routine laboratory practices [157]. The treatment has been
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associated with unwanted consequences. Within protein purification for therapeutic ap-
plications, where the heating as a viral inactivation step is essential, protein aggregation
has been observed. Lin and colleagues presented evidence that thermally unstable protein
contaminations could create aggregates that entrapped all proteins in the mixture, includ-
ing the main therapeutic target protein [158]. In 1988 it was shown that heating of plasma
to 56�C for 30 minutes affected the agglutination of erythrocytes induced by a rheumatoid
factor (autoantibody) [159]. In a hemagglutination assay they could show that the intrin-
sic game of inhibitors of inhibitors for antibody-mediated reactions in vitro was altered
by heat treatment, and that this heat sensitive protein probably was coagulation factor
V, a cofactor of the coagulation cascade. These two examples highlights that heat can
induce aggregation of proteins and that enzymatic functions of proteins can be destroyed
by heating.

"56�C does not activate an inhibitor,
but inactivates an inhibitor of the inhibitor."

- W. Page Faulk

Within immunohistochemistry of biobanked tissues, poor immunoreactivity of formalin
fixed paraffin embedded tissues was a common and major problem until 1991 when Shi
and colleagues proposed heat induced antigen retrieval to enhance the lost immunoreac-
tivity [160]. The method is as simple as harsh and in short consists of boiling of the tissue
section in water or a buffer. Ever since, there have been debates about the reason both
for the proteins loosing their detectability in an immunoassay upon formalin fixation as
well as the reason for them to regain (some) detectability upon heating [161]. Consid-
ering the denaturation of proteins by heat, as discussed above, native protein conforma-
tions have been supposed to not be relevant for antigen retrieval [162]. Loss of reactivity
upon formalin fixation have been suggested to be dependent on steric interference of other
proteins adjacent to the target, which are removed by heating [162]. A parallel study
showed that all monoclonal antibodies applied in this specific experiment recognized lin-
ear epitopes [163], although the general consideration was that most antibodies recognize
conformational epitopes, indicating that the heat induced denaturation not only removes
other proteins blocking the interaction, but also unfolds proteins to reveal linear epitopes.
Another group showed that antigen retrieval cleaved cross links introduced by formalin
fixation and made proteins produce almost the same electrophoregrams as native pro-
teins [164], meaning that the electrochemical properties and primary structure of target
proteins were recovered. However, this does not answer the question about functional
structure. A recent study [165] applied circular dichroism to show that the heat applied
by antigen retrieval resulted in irreversible protein unfolding, which supports the model of
accessibility of linear epitopes as reason for enhanced immunoreactivity.
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Figure 3.6: One explanation for heat enhanced immunoreactivity is that
the thermal unfolding of the protein reveal buried linear epitopes.

The use of heating to reduce the negative effect of another treatment (heat induced anti-
gen retrieval to enhance immunoreactivity of formalin fixed paraffin embedded tissues) is
assumed as necessary and thereby accepted. The potential benefits of heating a native
complex sample to enhance the immunoreactivity is quite a controversy though. An im-
portant highlight here is that we now move away from the boiling conducted by antigen
retrieval techniques and move back to the milder 56�C heating. In 1989, Cheng and col-
leagues claimed that heat treatment (56�C, 30 minutes) of patient sera enabled detection of
an anti-cardiolipin antibody which could not be detected if samples were not heated [166].
Hassellaar and colleagues replied with experiments showing that the obtained reactivity
was a false positive reaction induced by the presence of IgG [167]. They could show that
the enhanced signals were not due to inactivation of complement masking, as suggested by
Cheng. However, it was shown to not depend on unspecific aggregation of IgG molecules ei-
ther, since IgG:s targeting other proteins were unaffected by the heating process. Although
the exact mechanism for the induced effect could not be found, the authors strongly claimed
the induced reactivity to be false. Cheng et al quickly replied to the criticism [168], high-
lighting control experiments strengthening their claim, but no final conclusion was reached.
Similarly, heating of patient sera to 56�C for 30 minutes have been suggested to enhance
detectability of complexes otherwise masked by C1Q [169,170], although other reports test-
ing the hypothesis of C1Q release from circulating immune complexes showed unsupportive
evidence of the feature [171]. In yet another study, monoclonal antibodies was shown to
be unreactive to native antigens but functional to detect heat denatured antigens [164],
most probably because of linear epitopes buried in the protein structure getting accessible
by heat induced unfolding.

Our current approach is to heat plasma to enhance the detectability of (some) proteins
when applying antibody arrays [93, 172] (see also present investigations, Papers III and
IV (where C1Q is one of five targeted proteins)). Since our capture antibodies have been
generated towards smaller fragments of the target proteins, it is not unlikely to find the
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model of heat induced accessibility of linear epitopes as a rational explanation for our
observations. The heating practice has been been criticized though, as heating of plasma
commonly is thought to ruin the proteins by heat induced aggregation. This standpoint
could very well come from a study in 1990 that was set out to evaluate the effect of heating
to 56�C on specific plasma proteins. The authors found a significant decrease in 13 out of
17 tested proteins [173] and thereby claimed a negative effect.

Another important issue regarding heat induced effects is the delicacy of phrasing. Gleeson
and co-authors [173] claim in the abstract a reduction in protein concentration within the
sample, whereas the discussion presents the chance of the observed effect to be due to
alterations in detection antibody binding sites since immunoassays were applied. Generally
in immunoassay research and particularly when discussing effects as those initiated by
heat, there is a misuse of the terms concentration and availability of proteins where terms
regarding detectability (by a certain given reagent) would be more appropriate. The use
of protein standards and sandwich assays does not guarantee a quantification of a given
signal as long as there is a risk of different conformations of the native protein in a complex
sample (and thereby different degrees of detectability using an affinity reagent) and the
recombinant or strictly purified protein in the standard.

In conclusion of the heat induced complexity, it appears as the enhancement of detectabil-
ity of proteins is completely dependent on the target protein, the assay system, what is
actually measured and with what reagent. This conclusion could be generalised onto other
physicochemical aspects of an assay as well. In order to perform multiprotein profiling on
complex samples such as plasma, compromises have to be made in order to reach as many
proteins as possible.
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Chapter 4

Biomarker discovery

When looking for biomarkers - a measurable feature that is linked to a phenotype [174]
- all aspects of the central dogma of biology are interesting. DNA, RNA, proteins or
metabolites could give information about the state of a patient, and are aspects of interest
for both science and the clinic. In this thesis, protein biomarkers are studied and the term
biomarker is used for targeted proteins that reveal a (reproducible) difference between two
(or more) groups of patients.

"Among the different classes of biomolecules, proteins are
particularly interesting because they are indispensable for

virtually any biological function."
- Paula Picotti

Technically, the study of several proteins in parallel by antibody arrays is associated with
an uncertainty of true detection and requires substantial validations, technical and biolog-
ical, before a steady conclusion could be drawn. Biomarker discovery often follows what
is denoted the scientific method, a methodology that have been applied in natural sciences
since the 17th century [12]. It consist of formulating a hypothesis based on prior informa-
tion, challenging the hypothesis by observations and experiments, followed by testing and
refinement of the hypothesis based on the acquired results.

Highlighted in figure 4.1, our path of pursuit for biomarker discovery starts with the for-
mulation of a study design, with corresponding selection of samples, protein targets and
affinity reagents. Protein profiles are generated in a discovery screening, which after data
analysis results in a list of potential candidate markers. These candidates undergo thor-
ough evaluations, both in multiplex with additional binders towards the marker per se and
related proteins, as well as by single protein studies to reveal molecular information about
the capture. With assurance that the discovery was associated to a target protein and
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not a certain binder, and that the protein-disease link is verified in a separate cohort of
samples, our first level of work to present a potential biomarker is concluded.
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Figure 4.1: Path of pursuit for protein biomarker discovery in blood
based samples employing antibody arrays.

Most proteomic biomarker discovery projects are not based on protein microarray technol-
ogy. Instead, various techniques of mass spectrometry are leading the field of proteomic
biomarker discovery, with a smorgasbord of sample preparation techniques such as elec-
trophoresis and chromatography, depletions and enrichments [175]. While these methods
come closer to representing one full proteome in one experiment, the sample throughput
is limited which reduces the chances of a disease-related finding.

The combination of analyzing quite many samples (hundreds) on quite many proteins
(hundreds) is yet unique for bead arrays and offers a good dimension for hypothesis driven
biomarker discovery. Close-to full proteome analyses (high density planar arrays, advanced
mass spectrometry, thousands of proteins) often has a lower throughput of samples (tens)
[176]. Reverse phase arrays on the other hand, where thousands of biological samples can
be spotted next to each other, are often analyzed on only a few proteins [177].
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One main disadvantage with MS-based discovery is the lack of a coherent pipeline for
validating results [174]. This has been presented as one of the main obstacles for protein
markers to go beyond a first discovery closer to clinical utility. For bead based antibody
arrays, this is not the case since the binders and the platform are available and adjustable
for most stages of a biomarker pipeline. Full-proteome discoveries are still preferably
performed by other methods than antibody arrays, although recent advances have made
hypothesis-free biomarker studies applying 10,000 antibodies on plasma from patients rep-
resenting cardiovascular disorders as well as different cancers (Schwenk and colleagues,
unpublished).

While previous chapters have been focused on referring to other peoples work, this chapter
is intentionally thin of references. Instead of a review of all possible opinions and ap-
proaches, my intention has been to present one opinion on the path of biomarker discovery
using antibody arrays. Even the pure mathematical statistics quickly becomes philosoph-
ical when trying to implement existing algorithms onto proteomic data. I hope you enjoy
and please add your own opinions in the margins.

From biobanks to The Matrix

To extract disease-associated protein information from complex samples such as serum or
plasma from cohorts of disease affected patients and non-affected controls, several steps
needs to be taken into account. Starting with a study design regarding included samples
and investigated proteins, going through experimental design and laboratory procedures
will hopefully yield a data matrix of useful information.

Study design

The potential impact of a finding from a biomarker discovery project is highly dependent
on the study design, meaning the selection of biological samples and target proteins to
answer the question at hand. The choice of numbers of patient samples, matched controls,
subgroups of a disorder etc is crucial for any potential outcome and has to be determined
in close collaboration with experts of the studied disorder.

In the target protein dimension, there are generally two alternatives in study design: i)
either a preformed hypothesis of a relationship between a certain protein or pathway to a
disease has been formed and the study could set up to investigate this relationship or ii)
no preformed hypothesis underlies the study why an undirected discovery approach takes
place, aiming for full proteome screening.
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"Screening... it allows one
to be lucky if not smart."

- Leigh Andersson

Experimental design

Alongside selecting samples and target proteins as well as generating or acquiring the
reagents needed for the study, the experimental design takes place. The purpose of exper-
imental design is to enable statistical approaches to analyze the obtained data, and this
mainly means to avoid bias. The main issues of experimental design are randomization of
samples, inclusions of replicates, technical controls and automation.

Randomization of samples is performed to eliminate bias and create a valid support for
significance testing, as phrased by Fisher in 1925 [178]. There is only one version of random
and that is random. If stratifying the randomization process to take into account factors
as classification of sample (case or control), age, gender etc to make even distributions of
all aspects, the layout of samples will be organized. It might be a better organization of
samples, though, but including enough parameters to take into account will result in one
or a few possible orientations of samples to fulfill these criteria and resulting in a highly
organized sample layout with a potential bias introduced into the experiment. If the first
hypothesis would change along the study, if the samples would be re-classified or if more
patient information would become accessible, a randomized sample layout reduces bias
when analysing the same data with a different approach.

Replication of samples is important to get a good representation of the technical er-
ror, but added replicates always competes with sample throughput. If the robustness of
the methodology have been well evaluated on beforehand, more independent samples are
preferable to technical replicates, since a good estimation of the biological variation among
individuals is important to evaluate any potential disease relationship. Some technical
replicates are needed within each experiment to monitor the technical variability of the
obtained signals within each experiment. A repeated experiment is often more informa-
tive than measuring each sample twice in one experiment. True reproducible results are
conclusions that can be re-generated starting from the biological sample and repeating the
full experimental process.

Technical controls are regarded as crucial to include in a panel of capturing antibodies to
be able to draw conclusions from affinity proteomics data. Proteins are sticky by nature and
tend to interact promiscuously if enough molecules are present, why controls of unintended
binding are essential. In our workflow, background binding controls consist of bare beads
that have undergone the coupling procedure without addition of a specific antibody, and
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beads coupled to rabbit IgG molecules from an unimmunized rabbit. As well as for sample
replicates, it is a delicate balance of included control antibodies and a larger number of
investigated proteins.

Figure 4.2: Robotics are essential for repetitive labwork when scaling
up a process. Image by Kimi Drobin.

Automation means the use of robotic devices to perform repetitive tasks and is completely
indispensable when expanding scale and throughput of any experiment. One advantage of
bead based arrays is the compatibility with standard assay plates (96 or 384-well plates)
and automation constructed for these formats. Automation adds precision to a task but
does not imply elimination of error or errors unrelated to the human factor. Since no self-
programmable robots have been developed yet, robots do what they are told (by people)
to do, and only what they are told to do, without adjusting their actions according to
unexpected circumstances. Considering pipetting which is one of the most important
tasks for laboratory robots, robotic pipetting is much more precise than manual pipetting
when strict criteria on the solution viscosity can be defined. When pipetting plasma which
could differ largely in fat content and the presence of debris, the positioning of the pipette
tip in the sample to avoid clogging is crucial and difficult to foresee when programming
the robot. For pipetting buffers, washing assay plates and such, though, automation is the
key to enhance throughput.
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Experimental method

When study design, experimental design and laboratory procedures have been determined,
the transformation of samples into information takes place. Our experimental procedure
consist of analysing biotinylated proteins in a complex sample by antibody bead arrays, as
presented in figure 4.3. The information achieved from bead array experiments is exported
as tabulated numbers, the data matrix.

antibodies 

biotin& beads&

plasma 

Figure 4.3: Plasma are diluted and labeled with biotin in microtiter
plates. Antibodies are covalently coupled to color coded beads and mixed to
form an antibody array in suspension. The labeled plasma is heat treated
and subsequently incubated with the beads to enable the immunocapturing
reaction where the antibody binds it’s target protein. The interaction is
visualized by the addition of fluorescently labeled streptavidin and read
in a Luminex flow cytometer, where the median fluorescence intensity
(MFI) will be reported for each bead identity (antibody) in each reaction
well (sample).
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Box 4.1 - Biomarker discovery in real time. Equipped with a sample
list with the classification of samples, direct biomarker discovery is enabled
by the Luminex flow cytometer since the measured intensities are reported
directly after each reaction well (sample) is read. In an unpublished study,
real time monitoring of reported signal intensities (standing by the instrument
reading the numbers that flush by) was performed with the result of a sub-
jectively discovered candidate marker for lung cancer. However, this marker
later turned out to separate serum from plasma in the multi-disease cohort
studied (Neiman and Qundos, unpublished).

From nonsense data to enlightening science

Once the raw immunoassay data is acquired, the work begins in how to extract information
from all these numbers with statistics. The essence of statistics is to be able to draw
conclusions about a population (the full set of subjects, for example either all people
with a certain disease or all manufactured cars in a production line) from studying a
sample (a sub-population of patients or cars). An estimation of the trait measured and the
variability of the trait in the studied sub-population allows for this inference from sample
to population to be made. The statistical challenges lie in selecting the correct and most
rewarding methods from a plethora of complicated mathematical methods. Which methods
to select depend on features like study design, target panel composition (for protein arrays),
number of samples and technical quality of data. No statistical method can reach better
conclusions than what the study design and technical quality of the data allows for.

"Garbage in, garbage out"
- George Fuechsel

Hypothesis testing and estimation

A basis of statistics is hypothesis testing and a basis of hypothesis testing is that it en-
ables disproof but never proof of a certain hypothesis. Hypothesis testing is one of the
most common tools of medical statistics [179] and consists of the formulation of a null
hypothesis and then calculating a probability value for the observed data being acquired,
considering that the null hypothesis is true. The most classical null hypothesis for case
control comparisons is that:

H0 = there is no difference between the two groups
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The alternative hypothesis:

HA = there is a difference

cannot be tested mathematically. The calculated p-value is a measure of the probability
to reject the null hypothesis based on the obtained data, given that the null hypothesis is
true:

P (observed data|H0true)

Only rejections on a defined level of probability can be accomplished by mathematics.
Rejection of a negative hypothesis implies the positive counterpart, although it cannot be
proven. A cut off for significance of the calculated probability value is selected subjectively.
Two commonly used thresholds for the p-value are that it should be lower than 0.05 or
0.01 to be considered significant on a 95% or 99% confidence level, respectively. The 5%
level is based on a formulation by Fisher who in 1925 claimed that one out of twenty
comprises a decent risk of false positive findings [179]. If the calculated p-value is below
the threshold, the null hypothesis is rejected, which means that we have found a difference
in the two groups. If p is greater than the threshold, there is not enough evidence to reject
the hypothesis. This does not mean that there is no difference, only that with the data at
hand we have found no evidence that there is a difference [180].

"Absence of evidence
is not evidence of absence"

- Altman and Bland

Statistics is not objective by nature and statistical significance cannot say anything about
biological or medical relevance [181]. Small differences can be highly significant but not
practically applicable. The meaning of a study have to be concluded by investigators that
with a critical mind can take the complete picture into account. A very informative example
of this is the difference of clinical significance and statistical significance, highlighted by
the comparison of effect size and p-value [181], shown in box 4.2 below. This example
clearly highlights why so many people consider statistics to be like magic: the result can
be interpreted into opposite conslusions depending on small changes in formulation and
assumptions.

A general misuse of p-values in science have been presented extensively [179, 182], and
likewise the suggestion to perform confidence intervals instead [182, 183]. Confidence in-
tervals shift focus from one estimate (mean) to a range of estimates that are valid for the
population, and the range of the interval is based on both the standard deviation of a
sample and the sample size [184]. Confidence intervals can be calculated for means as well
as for proportions, slopes and differences. Although, as for all statistical measures, it is
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important to consider the underlying assumptions. Confidence intervals work under the
assumption that the observed data comes from a known distribution.

Box 4.2 - P-values and effect size estimations could reach different
conclusions. A study set out to investigate weather D-vitamin supplement to
pregnant mothers had any effect to prevent hypocalcaemia (lack of calcium) in
newborn babies. Mothers were either given vitamin-D or not, and the effect on
blood calcium was investigated separately for two groups of babies, one group
of breast-fed and one group of bottle fed infants. When formulating a null
hypothesis phrased: H0 = There is no effect of vitamin D-supplementation
the resulting p-values (Breast fed: P = 0.40, Bottle fed: P = 0.0006 ) showed
that the hypothesis could be rejected for bottle fed but not for breast fed
babies, with a following conclusion that vitamin D is important for bottle fed
babies. This conclusion is false due to the fact that p = 0.4 does not imply
that there is no difference, only that no evidence of a difference has been found.

Instead, phrasing another null hypothesis based on a presumed effect size
could give: H0 = the measured difference of calcium levels between breast-fed
and bottle-fed infants should be separate from 0. Answering that hypothesis
by estimating a confidence interval around the difference of the actually
measured levels of calcium in the babies, the interval (-0.05 to 0.17 mmol/l)
contains 0 which means that the null hypothesis, that the two groups response
differently to vitamin D supplement, is rejected.

The p-value calculation above is not wrong, only the expanded false conclusion
that came from it. It is important to remember that a statistical test can only
answer exactly what was asked. Example from Matthews and Altman [181].

Parametric algorithms is a common term for methods that can be applied when assump-
tions on the distribution of data can be taken and contains estimations, means, standard
deviations, standard errors and much more. Non-parametric algorithms are applied when
no assumptions on the distribution is taken [185] and supports only hypothesis testing. For
this type of data, means and standard deviations make no sense, but can be replaced by
medians and estimations of the sample variance by the use of percentiles or quartiles. The
median, the data point in the middle when the data is ordered, is the same as the 50th per-
centile or the second quartile (Q2 ). Similarly, the first quartile (Q1 ) is the 25th percentile
and the third quartile (Q3 ) is the 75th percentile of an ordered data set. The quartiles
disregards extreme data points while the use of means and standard deviations are largely
affected by extreme values. A useful non-parametric version of standard deviation is the
quartile deviation presented below.
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Parametric estimates:
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Figure 4.4: Distributions of data can be evaluated through histograms
that show the density (absolute number or frequency of events) of a spe-
cific signal. The histogram could be divided into buckets of signal ranges
and the number of each datapoint within a bucket is counted, as the ex-
ample of age distribution within a sample cohort in A. The buckets can
be made infinitely small so that the bar plot of the buckets turn into a
continuous density plot, which is shown in B and C, evaluating the dis-
tribution of three sets of raw immunoassay data (B) and the same data
logarithmized (C).

Besides the assumptions of data distributions (as shown in figure 4.4), there is an arsenal
of assumptions that needs to be taken into account before selecting a tool for the statistical
evaluation of the data. Some of these assumptions can be tested for mathematically, and
some might need a more philosophical approach. Are the errors additive or multiplicative?
Could different antibodies measured in parallel be said to present independent events?
Does samples from the group of cases show the same variance as the group of controls? In
a biomarker discovery setting, are we looking for a single protein marker or a multi protein
signature?
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Data processing

Data processing consists of the actions performed to go from raw data to a study conclusion.
Most often, this could be divided into three parts [186]: i) preprocessing, to adjust data, ii)
exploratory analysis, to evaluate data and iii) data mining, to find patterns in data.

Preprocessing consist of the first level of "cleaning up" data, usually by background ad-
justments such as correction for background noise and adjustment for global nonspecific
binding [186]. Clearly exemplified by data from a planar array, background adjustment
would be to take into account every signal acquired from between spots and not within the
spots themselves. For bead arrays, this is mostly applied by the use of negative control
beads showing binding to bare beads or to rabbit IgG-molecules per se, for example.

"Data pre-processing does not mean that the data should
be tortured until they confess. As a general rule of thumb,
the analyst should pre-process the data as little as possible

and as much as necessary."
- Berrar et al 2007

Normalization of data can reduce the nonbiological (systematic technical and experi-
mental) variation, within and between arrays. One algorithm for normalization is the
probabilistic quotient normalization (PQN) that uses the complete set of data to account
for sample-specific features (see box 4.3). It was first developed for NMR-studies of urine
samples to account for concentration differences [187], but applied to several antibody
array studies in our lab, it has proven to be very useful for plasma protein profiling as
well [93, 188, 189] (as well as unpublished results). Most normalization processes work
under the assumption that only a small number of observed features are differentially ex-
pressed, and that the differences are equally likely to be up- or down-regulated in cases
versus controls. For antibody array screenings, these assumptions are dependent on the
selection of protein targets. In experiments based on small panels of selected biomarker
candidates where many candidates are targeting strongly associated proteins, normaliza-
tion becomes more difficult, and efforts are needed to elucidate this in detail [190].
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Box 4.3 - Probabilistic Quotient Normalization (PQN). Assume the
immunoassay data matrix is structured with samples in rows and antibodies
as columns. Create a reference sample vector (a reference row) by calculating
the median across all samples for each antibody. Divide each data point in the
original data matrix with its antibody-specific denominator from the reference
sample vector. This will create a matrix of reference parameters. From this
matrix, create a reference antibody column by calculating the median across
all antibodies for each sample. Finally, divide the original data points with
its sample-specific reference parameter to achieve the probabilistic quotient
normalized data matrix.

Scaling and transformation are processes that apart from normalization that affected
data sample-wise now affects the complete data matrix in order to be suitable for cer-
tain analyses or visualizations. Scaling could be described as a global linear normalization
and could consist of median centering of data. Transformations contain logarithmic trans-
formations or other mathematical algorithms, for example Box-Cox transformation [191],
which are useful to stabilize variation across the intensity range, assuming a multiplicative
error.

General quality control assessment should be performed during all stages of processing
to ensure the quality of the raw data and to evaluate that the processing steps does not
introduce artifacts that could interfere with subsequent analyses. Unreliable data, such
as compromised samples or antibodies with highly variable signals, should be filtered out.
Especially for multivariate analyses, filtering of unreliable contributions are important.
Outlier detection in the sample dimension can be performed by clustering, principle com-
ponent analyses and distance calculations [188]. In the antibody level, however, filtering
is difficult without extensive validations of each antibody separately. Especially when ap-
plying direct labeling of complex samples such as plasma, where the protein presence is
uncertain and the signal could be due to off-target binding. An important tool in quality
assessment is actually the visual inspection of raw data. For bead arrays, this could mean
to inspect the distribution of the measured beads into their "bead clouds", the gated levels
of fluorescence to determine which bead identity that passes by. Besides visual inspection
of raw data, quality control is mostly conducted by plotting the data in all possible direc-
tions and with all sorts of comparisons.

Box 4.4 - Note from experience: Bacterial contamination of beads could
be revealed by a bead map resembling a thunderstorm.
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Exploratory analysis

Graphical presentation, or visualization, is an underestimated tool in evaluating data.
Statistical tools that are used for decision making, such as hypothesis testing and feature
selections, are associated to strict criteria of use since the wrong assumptions lead to
erroneous conclusions. Visualizations are, on the other hand, free to play around with as
long as everything is presented clearly.

Boxplots are a graphical presentation of the quartile ranges of data, with extreme data
points presented as points (see figure 4.6). Boxplots of global data arrays, before and after
preprocessing, per row and column of an experimental assay plate, per sample over all
antibodies or per antibody over all samples, are good tools to evaluate potential introduced
artifacts. Histograms could be used to compare distributions of intensities, for example to
evaluate how transformations affect the global data (see figure 4.4). Principle component
analysis is a strong tool to discover associations of samples and probes [192], as well as
cluster analysis and heatmaps, which will be handled in the section of unsupervised data
mining. Other more or less imaginative versions of plots to highlight certain features are
the "confetti plot" for serological responses (see figure 4.5) or the "guitar plot" for multi
group comparisons (Ulrika Qundos, unpublished).
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Figure 4.5: Confetti plots were developed within the work of Paper I, to
visualize serologic response of an infection and show the level of antibody
reactivity (y-axis) of each specimen (x-axis) for each investigated antigen
(colored spots) in a colorful way.

Correlation is a measure to compare dual dependancies. For example, comparing replicate
measurements of the same setting should create a correlation, meaning that a sample that
was rated with relative high signals (compared to other samples) for a certain antibody in
the first experiment, should be rated with high signals (compared to the other samples)
in the second experiment. Comparing two antibodies towards the same target protein
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should create a good correlation if both antibodies were raised against parts of the protein
that are equally representing the native protein, if both epitopes are equally accessible for
binding and if they both actually bind the same target.

What is a good correlation? One way of quantifying linear dependancies is by the R2-value.
This calculates the sum of squares of the distances of each data point to a straight line and
is a version of the product-moment correlation coefficient, r, presented by Karl Pearson
in 1895 [193]. The linear correlation value can range from 1 (perfect positive correlation)
through 0 (no correlation) to -1 (perfect negative correlation). Another alternative, such
as Spearman correlation [194], is not based on linearity but that the data points have
the same rank in two separate measurements. A data set following an exponential curve
is an example of perfect Spearman correlation but with modest linear correlation. The
absolute level of good correlation must be defined by the application. Calibration of a
precise instrument could reveal bad correlation if the linear correlation was below R2 =
0.99, while correlation within biology, such as correlation between RNA and protein levels,
usually deal with lower numbers [195].

Univariate analysis

A common practice of basic exploratory analysis consist of evaluating whether any single
measured feature could separate cases from controls. Important to highlight is that if the
goal of the study is a multi protein signature for separating cases from controls, selecting the
participating protein markers (represented by protein targeting antibodies) by univariate
analysis does not optimize the proteins combined power of separation [192]. Multivariate
models needs to be constructed in order to ensure that the selected features add information
to each other. For univariate analyses however, there are a multitude of tests available.
Student’s T-test is an hypothesis test based on means and standard deviations, with a
non-parametric alternative in the Wilcoxon rank sum test [196]. The analysis of variance
(ANOVA) is a useful tool especially to evaluate whether any differences are present in a
multi group comparison setting [197], while linear models could be constructed to take
potential confounders such as age, gender, sampling procedure etc into account [198]. All
of these tests are available as packages within statistical programming environments, such
as R [199]. When using such "black boxes" of analysis, it is extremely important to ensure
that the assumptions the test is built upon are valid or at least under consideration when
interpreting the results.

Adjustment for multiple testing implies a significance level "penalty" when analyzing
several things at the same time. Univariate analysis usually results in an ordered list of
candidate biomarkers, with assigned significances of the differential expressions of com-
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Figure 4.6: A box plot is a visualization of the signal distribution within
groups of data. The plot is based on the non-parametric quartiles and
median. Here the signals from one antibody on plasma from five groups
of patients are represented by five boxes with extending whiskers. The
box contains 50% of the data points, corresponding to the inter quartile
range, and the median data point is highlighted by a line. The whiskers
extend to the furthest data point unless this is situated further away than
1.5 times the inter quartile range. In that case it is considered an outlier
and shown as a point. The boxplot is sometimes supplemented with a
scatterplot with all data points shown which is a great way to visualize
how many data points the box plot is composed of.

pared sample groups. Now, assume a significance cutoff of p = 0.05. This means, by
definition, that for every test performed, there is a 5% chance the observed data happened
by chance. This means that if we apply 100 antibodies in parallel, and perform case control
comparisons for each antibody, five antibodies could turn up with significant differential
expression just by probability. This is where adjustments for multiple testing comes into
play. Also here there is an arsenal of different algorithms at hand. The Bonferroni method
approaches this issue by dividing the significance level with the number of tests performed,
but the method has been regarded as conservative and harsh [197]. Instead, adjustment
of the significance level according to a tolerance of a defined fraction false positives in
subsequent analyses, is applied by the false discovery rate correction and is a commonly
used algorithm [200].

"In a nutshell, the property that makes these experiments
so attractive - their massive scale - also creates many

opportunities for spurious discoveries"
- William Noble

However, false discoveries are dependent of the purpose and the scale of a study. In
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discovery screenings, with the purpose of narrowing a target list into a few subjects for
downstream validation efforts, there is nothing "dangerous" or "wrong" in false positive
selections, but mainly an economical issue [201]. It could get expensive if detailed vali-
dations were to be performed on numerous targets, but so far, these validations are very
informative for basic understanding of antibody based screenings and plasma protein pro-
filing. Future will tell which stringency of significance criteria that were necessary to reach
a sturdy conclusion.

Box 4.5 - On multiple testing. With a more philosophical view of adjust-
ment for multiple testing, one could question the definition of multiple testing.
There is, as far as I am aware, no time scale on the demands of a combined
probability. It should not matter whether 100 proteins are measured in paral-
lel in one experiment, or if they are measured one by one, weeks apart. This
theoretically means that you should not only account for the number of tests
performed in one experiment, but you should adjust for the number of tests
that you presumably will perform during the full project. Probability is not
associated to a single person, so the adjustments could have to be expanded
onto what the combined scientific community will test on this particular ques-
tion. This reasoning of adjustments for multiple tests easily gets silly, but it
is important to question what adjustment you do and why.

Data mining

Data mining strives to reveal patterns in data. There exists no such thing as an automatic
data mining tool, but all data mining must include delicate input from experts. There are
unsupervised or supervised algorithms for data mining, in short separated by whether you
want to take known features into account or not.

Unsupervised learning is also known as taxonomy related analysis [186]. A common
example is cluster analysis that reveal hereditary linkage of people or species based on gene
sequence analysis. Cluster analyses are strong tools in revealing subgroups of samples and
probes, such that a subtype of a disease could be separated out or proteins with strong cor-
relation to each other because of association to the same pathway might cluster together.
It is not recommended to use for selection of biomarker candidates [192], but coupled to
a heat map it gives a nice overview of the complete data of an experiment. Clustering
is based on calculating similarities or distances between all data points in a matrix. The
calculation could be done with the bases of several algorithms such as Euclidean, Man-
hattan, Mahalanobis or Pearsons Correlation distances [186]. When the distance matrix
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is completed, it can be clustered according to even more algorithms such as hierarchical,
K-means, two-way clustering [186]. Unsupervised methods that are not clusterings are for
example principle component analysis (as mentioned above), and different forms of self
organizing maps such as the Self-Organizing Tree Algorithm (SOTA, as used in Paper
III) [202].
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Figure 4.7: Dendrograms, the visual result of clustering algorithms,
show distances and relationships between factors. Depending on the dis-
tance calculation and the clustering algorithm, the factors could be sorted
based on absolute intensity levels or similarities in profiles. A heat map
visualizes the intensity of a datapoint by assigning it a color and colorizes
the two-way dendrogram visualization.

Supervised learning is also known as feature selection which directly translates into
biomarker discovery. Unfortunately, the field of supervised data mining is not at all as well
paved as that of unsupervised methods for microarray data [192]. The idea of supervised
methods is straightforward: with the guidance of a training set of data (a subset of the
available samples, from both healthy and diseased) a classification model is constructed
that in an optimal way classifies the samples into previously denoted groups, with account
taken on all features of importance (such as age and gender etc). Then the model is tested
on the second subset of data, the training data, consisting of all samples that were not part
of the test set. Here, the model might either fail because the selection was based on features
that were inherent with the training data and not associated to the disease separation, or
it might be successful. Iteration strategies are often performed to reach a model with
as few parameters as possible but with the best prediction possibility. However, most
constructions of classification models require more cases than variables [203]. This means
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that more samples needs to be analyzed than the number of proteins that the analysis is
based on, to avoid an overfitted model.

When a classification model is constructed, the underlying biological processes that are
responsible for the class separation can be evaluated. Hopefully, there is a sophisticated
link between the protein targets onto which the model was constructed. Biomarkers with
a strong separable power consistent in independent validation cohorts might be highly
applicable regardless of understanding of the biology behind, but the most valuable studies
are those where the discovered difference sheds light on the mechanism of disease.

The sensitivity and specificity of a classification model (as well as for any diagnostic
test) are measures of the fractions of false positive and false negative classifications at
any given cut-off value. Most often, classification models show overlap between the two
groups, healthy and diseased, meaning that a 100% correct classification is not possible.
Either a cut-off level is set low, enhancing the sensitivity (the degree of true diseased
that are classified as diseased) at the cost of enhancing the false positives (healthy people
classified as diseased). A higher cut-off would yield a higher specificity (the degree of true
healthy classified as healthy) at the cost of false negatives (diseased people classified as
healthy)

Receiver operator characteristics (ROC) of a models diagnostic potential are a popular
way of evaluating and comparing different classification models or diagnostic tests. The
ROC-curve is a visulization of the sensitivity (y-axis) plotted against 1-specificity (x-axis),
and the area under the curve value (AUC) is a single numerical value that could be used
for comparisons. For simplification in interpretation, AUC-values have been generalized
into no clinical value (AUC between 0 and 0.5), limited (0.5 - 0.7), moderate (0.7 - 0.9) and
of high clinical value (>0.9) [204]. However, comparing different models and interpreting
diagnostics based only on AUC could mean overlooking important information.

Which path to choose?

Univariate analysis rely on the assumption that the measured features (protein presence
detected by antibodies) are independent, which is not the case for proteins in any living
system [192]. At the same time, multivariate analyses such as feature selection and cluster-
ing relies on the assumption that (most) data is equally reliable, a statement that cannot
be guaranteed for single binder immunoassay data. Both of these issues means a risk of
the "wrong" markers being selected as potential biomarker candidates. However, consid-
ering the youth of the field, every experience is a good experience. Before the "truth"
is achieved and we could rewind and evaluate the methods that led up to that discovery,
different paths are tried and evaluated which contribute to understanding.
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"Univariate analysis could thereby rarely answer any
serious scientific question"

- Darius Dziuda

Validation

Any biomarker candidate, regardless of how sophisticatedly it was selected, needs valida-
tion to be qualified as scientifically enlightening. Any finding detected in antibody array
screenings must be validated both technically and biologically.

Technical validation implicate that it must be ensured that the antibody that was
selected with discriminatory signals actually targets the protein after which it was named.
A biomarker is not the antibody that was used to detect a difference, but the protein
that in vivo is present in different amounts or states. Several antibodies towards the same
protein is a first and important way to validate a finding. Preferably, the antibodies should
be towards different parts of the protein and from different providers, to rule out artifacts
in generation or selectivity determination criteria to be the causes for a different level
to be detected. Different antibodies towards different parts of a protein could all show
very different signals depending on affinities and accessibility of the specific epitopes on
the protein, and still be "correct" in that they capture the protein that they should (see
Paper II). The use of several antibodies to detect one protein also include the construction
of a sandwich assay, that with the dual recognition event add reliability to the detected
protein.

Complementary methods to the array based screening are important to verify the find-
ing. Western blots are commonly used to ensure that the targeted protein has a correct
approximate molecular weight [205]. Importantly, Western blots could indicate weather
there is one or several forms of a protein that is targeted by a specific antibody, and on
which, in that case, the difference between diseased and controls might be. This could be
exemplified by a candidate marker for prostate cancer, carnosin dipeptidase 1 (CNDP1),
that was detected in antibody array screenings [93]. In Western blot analyses, CNDP1
was found to have two differently sized versions, where the disease associated difference
between samples was found in only one form. The hypothesis was that the factor sep-
arating prostate cancer patients from controls was the glycosylation state of CNDP1. A
recent development of the classical western blotting procedure is the proximity ligation and
rolling circle amplification on blots [206]. Here, increased reliability of targeted protein is
gained by the prerequisite of dual antibody recognition for a signal to occur, and increased
sensitivity is gained at the same time by the amplification of the detection signal.

Still within immunoassays, inhibition studies with unlabeled representatives of the targeted
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antigen in directly labeled samples could indicate at what level of inhibition a signal is
disturbed. Likewise, dilution series of both complex samples and protein standards could
indicate concentration ranges of the particular protein in cases and controls. All these
studies are dependent on the quality of the protein standard, and whether being purified
from a natural source or recombinantly or synthetically produced.

Antibody-independent methods for comparative proteomics directly translates into MS-
based explorations, and for validating a biomarker candidate, targeted MS, such as selected
reaction monitoring, is perfect. There is always a chance that the difference detected by
antibody based methods is not due to differences in amounts, but in accessibility of epi-
topes, which could be translated into either structural arrangement of the protein or, more
likely, modification states of a protein. Fortunately, data bases for peptide identification
for analysis of MS-data are usually full of modified forms of peptides [207].

Biological validation encompasses to analyze more samples from patients and controls
in independent cohorts, preferably from other sites than the discovery cohort, to ensure
the marker-disease association. Here, the use of statistics gets even more important than
when dealing with first line screening data. It is in validation efforts that the potential
clinical utility of a marker is evaluated. Even though a new diagnostic test put very high
demands on the effect size of a biomarker [208], other proteins will smaller, but significant,
differences might be important for the study of disease mechanisms or protein functions.
This biological validation also gives possibilities to refine the study design by including
subgroups of the disorder or patients in different states of the disease progression.

If any of these complementary studies reveal insight of the biological function of the target
protein and potentially a link to the disease mechanism, then the protein biomarker finding
is truly enlightening.

From enlightening science to clinical applications

The aim of each biomarker discovery project is to present a novel testable feature that
could help doctors in the clinic to better detect, treat or cure patients. Biomarkers are
meant to be useful for all states of disease monitoring. Diagnostic markers are needed to
find patients as early as possible in the disease progression while prognostic markers are
needed to stratify patients with a known disease into groups with different progressions
that thereby need different treatments. Other markers could reveal if a certain treatment
is suitable for a specific patient and additionally other reveal how the patient respond to a
treatment. Generally, it is the early diagnostic markers that are most highly valuable, most
sought for, and most difficult to detect. Most studies apply case control comparisons of
healthy and already disease patients to reveal markers for a disease, but to detect the true
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early markers, large and well planned prognostic studies should have the greatest chance
of success.

The threshold of a candidate marker to be clinically validated is high. Circulating protein
markers currently in clinical use include, among other:

• cancer antigen 125 (CA125) discovered 1981 for ovarian cancer [209],

• carbohydrate antigen 199 (CA199) discovered 1979 for pancreatic cancer [210],

• carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA) discovered 1965 for colon cancer [211] and

• prostate specific antigen (PSA) discovered 1979 for prostate cancer [212,213].

Because of insufficient sensitivity and specificity in early disease, these markers are pre-
dominantly used to monitor disease progression and response to therapy. Only PSA is
still used for screening but it is a much debated marker. It is a protein that is produced
and secreted into circulation by the prostate and the level of circulating PSA is enhanced
when the prostate is enlarged, as in prostate cancer, but is not directly linked to cancer
progression. Nowadays, PSA screenings measures not only the concentration of circulating
PSA, but also the ratio of free and bound PSA, PSA velocity and PSA density [214].

Besides the discoveries of new biomarkers, efforts are made to supplement the above men-
tioned "classics" with additional marker for enhanced diagnostic utility. Cancer antigen
125 is yet insufficient in separating benign from aggressive cancers and is only elevated
in 50% of early cancer patients. A study evaluated the added value of human epididymis
protein 4 (HE4) which was discovered with association to ovarian cancer in 2005 [215]. The
dual marker algorithm had a sensitivity increased to 89% and specificity of 75% [216]. HE4
separately was almost as good [217], but the sensitivity was increased by the combination.
Although it is still not reaching the numbers of sensitivity and specificity suitable for large
screenings, it is an example of the multi-protein signatures that are probably needed to
reach diagnostic certainty.

During pregnancy the body is flooded with all sorts of signaling substances. It has been
shown that even tumor markers, such ac CA125, was elevated in 30% of non-cancer preg-
nant women during the first trimester [218]. This highlights the importance of widespread
baselines based on different groups of people and preferably a biological understanding of
the biomarkers applied to avoid misclassifications.
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Comments and visions

At what stage of biological/medial/scientific certainty should you publish your results?
When is your data and interpretations ready to be spread to and reviewed by the scientific
community? Would a completely transparent publication system, where practically any-
thing is publishable, enable better science? Or is the community sick and tired of endless
lists of potential candidates, so that publications should only be allowed after extensive
validation efforts? Somehow, I get the feeling that writing this thesis has raised more
questions than answers.

How good are non perfect biomarkers? Better than nothing, one could claim. The field
of proteomics is growing every day, and more and more lessons about proteomic based
biomarker discoveries are made. There are so many considerations to take into account
that impedes with the potential outcome of biomarker discovery projects that it is easy to
become downhearted and pessimistic.

Sometimes, though, it is more important to get going in the first place and then evaluate
and optimize. Exemplified by the Human Protein Atlas that has achieved a lot, with
more than 75% of the human proteome covered by antibodies, although the project set off
long before all processes were fully optimized. Lots and lots of lessons have been learned
throughout the years and referring back to the quote I chose to initiate this thesis: "Good
judgement comes from experience. Experience comes from bad judgement" traced back
to Mulla Nasrudin in the 12th century, the best lessons comes from the mistakes you
make.

I cannot foresee whether any biomarker candidates we present in the next chapter, sum-
marizing what I have done the last years, will be useful or not. But I think that the things
we have achieved contribute to a better understanding. I would hereby want to end this
overview of the scientific area on which our present investigations have been made, by
referring to a great quote to keep going:

"Success is the ability to go from one failure to another
with no loss of enthusiasm."

- Sir Winston Churchill
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Chapter 5

Present investigations

Until now, I have introduced some aspects on the field, the technology, the sample type
and some considerations necessary for biomarker discovery applications of protein profiling.
The following chapter will shortly describe the actual studies we have performed that have
led up to this thesis, with some insights about general issues within specific projects. The
articles describing the work in more detail are included as appendices at the end of the
thesis.

Discovery consists not in seeking new lands
but in seeing with new eyes.

- Marcel Proust

I would like to emphasize the word we since the research performed would have been
impossible without united efforts. Cross disciplinary collaborations are crucial to enable
interesting biological samples to come across the high technological instruments that could
analyze them, and people from several backgrounds are needed to interpret the results. We
also rely on the tremendous effort of all the people within the Human Protein Atlas who
generate antibodies towards the human proteome on a daily basis. As mentioned in the
previous chapter, how to do biomarker discovery in general and on protein array data in
particular, is a young field with much left to improve. Presented herein is our approach to
tackle the field, and my hopes are that this will be of use when developing the technologies
and interpretation tools further.

The work presented herein is focused around the protein bead arrays with immobilized
affinity reagents and their implementation in profiling body fluids. By using direct la-
beling of the complex samples, multiplex protein profiling is enabled without the need of
fractionation or depletion. This procedure was developed in 2008 as a measure to analyze
serum proteins [172] and has been applied, adjusted and developed since. With adaptation
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in study design and data analysis to each specific project, this method can be summarized
into the general workflow presented in figure 4.3 (Chapter 4).

Our work is performed within the Human Protein Atlas, which offers a unique resource
of antigen purified polyclonal antibodies. These have been generated by a gene-centric
approach, where unique protein epitope signature tags (PrESTs) are designed to the se-
quence of a protein coding gene with least similarity to other genes. The PrESTs are then
recombinantly produced in E. coli in fusion with a hexahistidine tagged albumin binding
protein (His6ABP). The antigen is produced, purified and used to immunize rabbits. The
obtained antisera are purified on PrEST affinity columns, yielding affinity purified poly-
clonal antibodies. The antibody’s selectivity is evaluated by a PrEST array. For Paper I,
antigens from a mycoplasma were produced in a similar fashion as how the PrESTs are
generated, and a serology assay based on the bead array format was developed [219] and
used to screen for serological response in bovines. For Paper II-IV, antibodies from the
Human Protein Atlas were applied on beads to use for detecting proteins in human serum
or plasma.

The present investigations will be presented in four sections, based on the four papers. The
first two sections are applications of bead based protein profiling within two completely
unrelated diseases; an infectious disease in cattle in Paper I, followed by human kidney
disorders in Paper II. Alongside the applications of the bead based antibody arrays in
medical related studies, systematic evaluation of the binding profiles have been conducted.
In Paper III, a systematic classification of protein profiles as a results from alterations in
the experimental procedure was presented. Finally, in paper IV, a closer evaluation of
proteins captured by antibody-coupled beads have been made, with a specific evaluation
of heat induced detectabilty of plasma proteins in mind.

Paper I - Multiplex serology for diagnosis of CBPP

Contagious bovine pleuropneumonia (CBPP) is an infectious disease in cattle caused by
Mycoplasma mycoides subspecies mycoides small colony type (MmmSC). The infection
is mortal and very contagious and is a large problem in sub-Saharan Africa today. The
bacteria resides in the lung cavities of infected cattle causing respiratory malfunction and
eventually death. It is spread mainly by direct contact but also through water pits and
by aerosols. It does not infect humans but poses great socio-economic burdens on the live
stock holders that get affected. Because of the severity of CBPP, it has been eradicated
from Europe by mass slaughter of infected cattle tribes. In Africa, without governmental
support to affected live stock holders, mass eradication is not an option. One problem is
that the diagnostic tools to measure the infection are imprecise.
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In a study financed by the Swedish International Development Cooperation Agency (SIDA),
an approach to develop a new diagnostic tool to study CBPP infection is presented (Paper
I). The study was based on the hypothesis that selecting the most immunogenic of the
surface antigens of the bacteria and combining them into an antigen cocktail for a serolog-
ical test would give a test that was more selective than the use of the whole organism as
antigen, and more sensitive than the use of one single surface antigen.

Recombinant mycoplasma proteins for serological screening

In the proceeding work [219], 67 recombinant proteins were selected as surface proteins
from MmmSC, expressed as His6ABP fusion proteins in E. coli, purified and coupled to
microspheres for a multiplex serology assay. The assay was constructed, optimized and
evaluated for reproducibility, signal to noise ratio and sensitivity. The workflow in short
comprises antigens immobilized on beads to study antibodies present in bovine sera. A
biotinylated specific secondary reagent and a streptavidin conjugated fluorophore was used
for detection and the serological response was read in the Luminex flow cytometer.

In Paper I, a screening was conducted measuring the humoral immune response in the form
of IgG reactivity towards the 67 surface proteins from MmmSC in sera from animals from
several CBPP outbreaks as well as sera from healthy control animals from both Africa and
Sweden. The screening revealed a mosaic of reactivity showing the individuality of immune
responses in such a way that each cow could be identified by a unique reactivity profile
against the different antigens. Following statistical measures, the top eight immunogenic
antigens were selected, and their respective reactivities are presented in figure 5.1.

To meet the requirements of labs within agriculture and live stock sciences, a classical
enzyme linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) was created using a cocktail of the eight
selected antigens. Because of the loss of parallel measurements, the presence of a fusion
protein in these antigens became an obstacle. In the bead based assay, a bead coated with
His6ABP per se could monitor binding to this entity, but to apply the same procedure in
the ELISA, half of the reaction plate would need to be coated with this control, resulting in
a great loss of sample throughput. To circumvent this, the antigens were re-cloned without
the ABP tag protein, still with a hexahistidine for purification purposes, and expression
turned out to be equally effective as with the tag. One protein could not be expressed
without the tag, however, and another protein with an apparent high immunogenicity had
been cloned and purified after the screening was performed, so a substitution among the
eight antigens was made. The antigen cocktail ELISA was then created, optimized and
tested briefly. To get as good selection of antigens as possible, all available serum samples
had been used in the screening. This meant that there were no independent sera left to
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Figure 5.1: Boxplot of serological reactivity towards the eight top anti-
gens from MmmSC alongside the negative control HisABP. Reactivity of
CBPP-infected cattle are shown in grey boxes and control animals are
represented by white boxes. Figure adapted from Paper I.

truly evaluate the efficacy of the ELISA, but only the same samples by which the targets
had been selected, resulting in a diagnostic evaluation in the form of receiver operator
characteristics (ROC) that should not be interpreted as an independent evaluation of the
assay. However, the cocktail antigen hypothesis was supported in that the best diagnostic
power was achieved for the eight antigens combined, compared to single antigen tests.
The developed cocktail-ELISA currently undergoes thorough evaluation in independent
cohorts and further optimizations with the hopes of contributing to enhanced diagnosis of
CBPP.

Paper II - Biomarkers for kidney damage

Kidney damage is a common complication within emergency care [220] and the most com-
mon reason for drug candidates to be withdrawn in a drug development process. There is
a great need for biomarkers monitoring kidney status and especially markers for early or
acute impairment. In a project initiated for the search of markers of drug induced kidney
damages, a screening of 160 patient samples with 132 antibodies resulted in the finding of
fibulin-1 as a potential marker of kidney damage.

A target list of almost 400 genes was composed by literature mining for genes or proteins
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reported to be potentially associated with kidney damage in any form (mainly from gene
expression analyses) and for proteins with high expression in kidney but not in liver. This
classifies the study into a semi-directed screening, with a generous inclusion of targets
into the pre-knowledge based selection of antibodies. The gene target list was divided
into five priority groups ranging from priority 1 for proteins reported as potential markers
for kidney damage, to priority 5 for proteins merely mentioned within lists from gene
expression analyses. Interestingly, fibulin-1 was in this lowest priority group.

Do different antibodies towards the same protein show the same thing?

I like to consider antibodies complementary to each other, and if two discrete antibodies
would yield similar signals, that would be great, but if that is not the case the separate
information from both could, if validated and evaluated thoroughly, enhance the level of
understanding.

A main feature that directed the selection of fibulin-1 as candidate marker was the avail-
ability of three antibodies targeting fibulin-1 in the screening, denoted HPA1, HPA2 and
HPA3 for simplicity (see figure 5.2A). Measuring the discovery cohort, all three were sig-
nificantly differing cases from controls with conserved significance in replicate experiments
(figure 5.2B). HPA1 and HPA2 are denoted antibody "twins", which means that the poly-
clonal sera comes from two different rabbits immunized with the same antigen. These two
antibodies should definitely give similar profiles as they could be considered two batches
of the same antibody, but considering the apparent randomness of in vivo affinity matura-
tion, the different rabbits could very well produce antibody batches of varying qualities. In
the screening, HPA1 consistently gave higher signals than HPA2, although the correlation
between them was supportive (R2 = 0.9). The difference in signal intensity could relate
to coupling efficiency, purification of the antisera or to differences in affinities of the two
polyclonal sera, but equal binding characteristics in the form of targeted epitopes are likely
due to the high correlation. The third antibody, denoted HPA3, is a "sibling" antibody,
meaning that it has been generated towards a different part of the protein. In the dis-
covery screening, this antibody also showed a significant separation of healthy and disease
patients.

A separate verification cohort was collected and applied to validate the link of fibulin-1
to kidney impairment, and a commercial monoclonal antibody (mAb) was acquired to
strengthen the link. Here, the absolute signal intensities for all antibodies were completely
different compared to the first cohort, but a signal separation was maintained with statis-
tical significance for all applied antibodies (figure 5.2C).

Direct labeling of complex samples is a powerful method for screening and meets a require-
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Figure 5.2: Fibulin antigens and bead array results. A) Antigens for
the four applied antibodies, HPA1, HPA2, HPA3 and mAb, all cover the
parts of fibulin-1 which is shared by all splice variants. HPA3 antigen
covers a part onto which most interaction sites have been mapped. B)
Bead array results from profiling fibulin-1 in glomerulonephritis patients
(grey boxes) and controls (white boxes) using four different capturing
antibodies and direct labeling. The discriminatory power is greatest by
HPA2 although all case control differences are statistically significant. C)
Bead array data of an independent validation cohort applying the same
antibodies verify the disease associated separation by fibulin-1 signals.
However, the absolute signal intensities of fibulin-1 were very different
from the discovery cohort. Figure adapted from Paper II.

ment for the high multiplexity and sample throughput needed for biomarker discovery.
However, because of the single recognition event in direct labeling, the molecular relia-
bility is always lacking in comparison to the dual binder recognition that is enabled by a
sandwich assay. In that respect, a sandwich assay for fibulin-1 was created using HPA poly-
clonal antibodies for capturing and the monoclonal antibody for detection, which verified
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that all antibodies does target fibulin-1 (data not shown).

Since the publication, additionally three cohorts have been investigated and the picture
grows more and more complex. In additional cohorts, HPA1 and HPA2 are no longer
separating cases from controls, while HPA3 is consistently significant in separating kidney
disorders from controls in all cohorts (preliminary data not shown). The antigen towards
which HPA3 have been generated overlaps with a part of fibulin-1 onto which most inter-
action sites have been assigned. Fibulin-1 is a extracellular matrix protein and a plasma
protein with several reported interactions [221], among others to elastic fibers and coag-
ulation proteins [222–226]. Many of these interactions have been shown to be calcium
dependent, and applying the calcium chelator EDTA in the assay buffer showed that the
immunocapture of fibulin-1 with HPA3 is calcium-dependent in the form that the signal
increases when EDTA is present. If this is so because the epitope(s) of HPA3 are blocked
by other proteins interacting with fibulin-1, which gets released by addition of EDTA and
thereby unmasks the epitope for the antibody to bind, is yet to be evaluated.

The current hypothesis for fibulin-1 and kidney disorders is that it might not be total
levels of fibulin-1 (as shown by signals from HPA1 and HPA2) that differs between healthy
and kidney diseased patients, but something interacting with fibulin-1 at a site targeted
by HPA3. So long, fibulin-1 is our main link, but future efforts will hopefully elucidate
this further. A recently published article verifies an association between plasma levels
of fibulin-1 and kidney disorders, with a combined link to diabetes and cardiovascular
disease [227]. That study was an expansion of a previous association between fibulin-1 and
arterial extracellular matrix alterations in diabetes [228]. The current antibody panel to
profile the above mentioned cohorts is based on expanding the view around fibulin-1. It
consist of antibodies towards all the fibulins and other proteins with similar functions, as
well as antibodies towards all reported interactors with fibulin-1. Profiling of the fibulin-1
interactome is ongoing. If fibulin-1 holds as a useful marker for kidney impairments or not
will be determined by future efforts, but I hope the finding could help shed some light on
kidney disorder mechanisms.

Paper III - Classification of protein profiles

An important aspect of this thesis is functionality of antibodies, and this issue has been
addressed in two studies with much in common, Paper III and Paper IV.

Applying hundreds of antibodies in parallel for protein capture and detection in a directly
labeled complex sample such as plasma, rely on the interaction between one species of
antibody with one presumed correct target. The interaction could be desired, meaning
that the antibody binds only the target to which it was named. The interaction could also
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be undesired, meaning that the antibody binds very selectively and strong to one or several
target proteins, just that the targets are not what the antibody was supposed to bind. And
the interaction could be in the range of background, meaning that in the absence of the
true target, the antibody will bind other proteins with a lower affinity. The word unspecific
is often incorrectly used for both undesired off-target interactions and weak interactions
occurring in the absence of a target.

Evaluations of these levels of interactions could be and are performed, but so far only in
time consuming singleplex assays. In screening attempts with antibodies, the immuno-
captured target is only evaluated after an antibody has proven to detect a reproducible
difference between healthy and disease patients. This approach has proven to be surpris-
ingly effective since unspecific binding should not reproducibly give rise to a significant
difference between samples, and the off target binding, if reproducibly different, could
indicate interesting findings although the first antibody targeted something else. How-
ever, systematic classification of antibody profiles, preferably into desired interactions and
undesired interactions, would be a welcome addition to the procedure.

Alterations in experimental conditions affects protein profiles differently

A first line of this effort was to classify antibody profiles depending on their behaviors
under certain physicochemical conditions such as temperature and presence of detergents
before, during or after the immunocapture. Heat had been shown beneficial for capture of
some target proteins already in the first attempts of plasma protein profiling using protein
atlas antibodies [93,172]. In a pilot study on immunorelated proteins (data not published),
it was shown that antibodies reacted differently weather they were subjected to plasma
samples that had been heated or not before the immunoassay took place, and weather or
not a low concentration of the denaturing agent sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) was added
to the washing buffer after the immunoassay. An attempt to classify the profiles according
to the relative signals in these four conditions indicated that interesting features could
be revealed. For example, it was shown that two antibodies targeting the complement
components C1QA and C1QC gave rise to completely different relative signals upon these
treatments (figure 5.3). While signals for anti-C1QA was elevated by applying heated
plasma but unaffected by the presence of SDS in the washing buffer, the signals for anti-
C1QC was unaffected by heating but reduced by washing with SDS. Considering that the
target proteins C1QA and C1QC are structurally and functionally very similar, and that
the processes of heat and SDS should affect the target protein more than the antibody, it
lead us to suspect that one of these antibodies depicted off-target binding.

At that time (2009), the proteome wide efforts of plasma profiling within the Human
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Figure 5.3: Immunocapture of C1QA and C1QC were differently af-
fected by heat and detergent treatment.

Protein Atlas (Drobin, Qundos, Neiman, Uhlén, Nilsson and Schwenk) had been initiated
and antibody bead array generations had been scaled up from coupling of 80 antibodies
onto beads in one reaction to coupling 720 antibodies in one process within one woking
day. More than 2,300 antibodies that were part of 384-plex suspension bead arrays were
thereby available and were subjected to the same comparison of signal behavior under
certain conditions in order to classify the profiles (Paper III).

The presented work in Paper III suggests that challenging antibody arrays with various
assay conditions generate protein profiles that could be used to classify antibodies. The
classifications could be used to increase understanding of the molecular interactions, opti-
mize assay conditions for subsets of antibodies and potentially reveal undesired interactions
by antibodies towards other proteins than their presumed target, all of which will aid fur-
ther affinity based explorations of the plasma proteome.

Paper IV - Validation of antibody selectivities

My dream equipment would be a microscope with atomic resolution that could show beads
with captured target proteins, where the bead surface could be zoomed in to reveal the
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density of antibodies on the bead, the orientation of their binding, the degree of proteins
captured by the beads and the degree of biotin labels on the captured proteins (somewhat
like the cover illustration). Proteins could then be selected, traced and extracted, just like
single cell micro dissection, and the released protein would fly into an mass spectrometry
analysis chamber where the single molecule could be amino acid sequenced. Until this is
realized, we will have to settle with a more rough visualization of protein capture.

Visualizing bead based immunocaptures

As a small step towards the dream assay for affinity proteomics, where application of any
antibody or affinity probe would be coupled to a distinct identification of the captured
target, a blot based verification of immunocapture (B-VICE) was developed (Paper IV).
This may serve as the first visualization of captured targets from a highly multiplex and
high throughput procedure. For it to reach the requirements of the dream assay, the
distinct identification of captured proteins needs to be solved. The ambition is that this
method will be refined towards capturing of proteins by a multiplex array of antibodies
on beads, followed by bead sorting by flow cytometry, followed by miniaturized protein
identification by mass spectrometry.

The key feature in the otherwise classical immunoprecipitation, or pull-down, presented
here, is the dual readout of the biotinylated proteins in the complex sample, both by flow
cytometry (Luminex) and blot based visualization. Replicates of the very same captured
biotinylated proteins will be analyzed in two ways: i) the proteins will be analyzed on beads
in the flow cytometer by the addition of a streptavidin conjugated flourophore and ii) the
proteins will be visualized released from the beads in a western blot with the addition of
a streptavidin conjugated enzyme. The use of color coded beads for immunoprecipitation
enabled this translatability from the micro-scale flow cytometer to the macro-scale blot
based visualization, that revealed evidence about the molecular interactions that the flow
cytometer based readout could only indicate.

Evaluation of heat enhanced detectability

One molecular interaction that have been debated is the enhanced signals that occur for
some immunocaptures when applying a complex sample that has been heat treated [93,172,
229]. Just as presented in Chapter 3, it has been criticized that applying heated samples
might just enhance aggregation on the beads that does not reflect enhanced target protein
capture. This is a consequence of the direct labeling approach of complex samples, where
everything that is biotinylated and that binds to the bead can give rise to a signal. To
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evaluate this, the effect of heating plasma samples prior immunocapture was visualized by
the B-VICE method.

Complement proteins are plasma proteins related to the immune system, and are known to
be very heat sensitive in the form that their biological function as enzymes get irreversibly
lost after heating, as discussed in Chapter 3. In previous experiments (data not published),
it was discovered that the detection of these proteins in serum were affected by heating.
Antibodies towards five complement proteins were applied to capture biotinylated proteins
in serum that had been subjected to a heat treatment at 56�C for 30 minutes, or no heat
treatment. In the flow cytometer based readout, two antibodies showed signals unaffected
by heat (anti-C2 and anti-C1QC), two antibodies showed signals that were enhanced by
heat (anti-C9 and anti-C1QA) and one antibody showed signals that were reduced by
heat (anti-C8). These results were in corroboration of what have previously been seen of
these antibodies. The blot based visualization showed major target bands of the correct
molecular mass corresponding to the applied antibodies and with relative band intensities
in close correlation to the obtained results in the flow cytometer. This shows that for C9
and C1QA, the target protein is enriched to a larger extent when the sample have been
heated before the immunoassay. For C8B, the capture of the target protein is ruined by
the heating process, and for C2 and C1QC, the immunocapture is independent of heating.
Based on the blot based readout, the previous speculation that C1QC might bind off-
target was supported, although complete evidence is lacking. It has to be emphasized
that a Western blot is by no means an absolute protein identification tool, but it is a
visualization about approximate molecular masses of the different protein species present
in a mixture, and their relative abundance is roughly shown by the band intensities.

To further ensure that the proteins were correctly identified, sera from patients with com-
plement deficiencies, was profiled. By this, the antibodies’ respective detectability of heated
or not heated proteins was confirmed. Detection of C1QA and C9, in the form of clear
signal separation between the respective deficient patient and non-deficient patients, was
achieved to a greater extent when the plasma samples were heated. Detection of C8B was
ruined by heat and C2 were unaffected by heat. Unfortunately, no C1QC-deficient patient
was available for analysis.

The underlying reason for the, for some proteins, heat enhanced detectability still needs to
be addressed. To reach the goal of an affinity based "dream" assay, the method needs to be
adjusted for mass spectrometric determination of captured protein identity. However, the
goal to see at least a representation of what is captured by the beads have been achieved by
the B-VICE protocol, and it has proven valuable for comparative profiling. This method
will now be a valuable tool to evaluate any first level biomarker discoveries.
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Aims and concluding remarks

Paper I - The aim of the study was to identify the most immunogenic among recom-
binant surface proteins from MmmSC, using a bead based serology assay that had been
developed previously. The selection identified eight antigens which were used to create an
antigen cocktail ELISA for diagnosis of CBPP. It is yet too early to determine weather the
hypothesis - that an antigen cocktail would prove superior to whole cell antigens or single
protein antigen - holds true. However, the first independent evaluations of the ELISA have
generated very promising, yet preliminary, results.

Paper II - The aim of the study was to screen plasma samples from patients with kidney
disorders and healthy controls using antibody arrays in the quest for biomarkers. One
biomarker candidate, fibulin-1, was discovered and evaluated. Additional evaluations have
indicated that the role of fibulin-1 in kidney damage might be associated to an interacting
protein, but future explorations in separate cohorts and with alternative methods will
hopefully elucidate this link.

Paper III - The aim of the study was to use alterations in experimental conditions to
reveal differential effects on these conditions for antibodies targeting different proteins.
These dependancies were then used to classify the antibody profiles into groups, with a
potential in adapting experimental conditions to each group of antibodies. With further
explorations into the protein profiles in combination with the method presented in Paper
IV, there is a naive hope that the classification could potentially assist our understanding
of molecular interaction properties such as on- or off-target interactions and conformational
or linear epitopes in the target protein.

Paper IV - The aim of the study was to visualize what proteins that get captured by
the antibody coated beads in the experimental procedure that we apply for systematic
plasma protein profiling. By a pull-down analysis based on Luminex beads, a parallel
readout in flow cytometry as well as on a blot was accomplished. The procedure was
applied to assess that the on-target interaction was the main contributor to whether a flow
cytometry based signal was elevated or reduced when applying heated serum in comparison
to non-heated serum. Besides the potential of the method to evaluate antibody captures
in general, the complement proteins targeted in this study were part of a larger study on
immunodeficiencies where the methodology has shown important for assessing antibody
functionality.
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Populärvetenskaplig sammanfattning

Till min mamma
och alla andra som har betydligt viktigare saker att göra än att läsa hela boken

I blodet finns mycket information om hälsotillståndet hos en människa (eller ko). Immun-
försvarets celler simmar runt i blodbanan för att bekämpa infektioner, men också mycket
proteiner (biologiska byggstenar) flödar runt. En del av dessa proteiner fungerar som last-
bilar i blodet, som till exempel hemoglobin som fraktar syre från lungorna till resten av
kroppen. En del proteiner i blodet fungerar som signaler från en del av kroppen till den
andra, till exempel hormoner. Men det finns också proteiner som man inte riktigt vet
varför de finns i blodet. De kan helt enkelt ha läckt ut från trasiga celler i någon del av
kroppen som är sjuk för tillfället. Genom att mäta utvalda proteiner i blodprov från sjuka
och friska personer (eller kor) kan man hitta skillnader som ingen tidigare visste om, och
som man sedan kan använda för att bygga nya diagnostiktest, det vill säga nya sätt att
mäta på en person om den är sjuk eller frisk.

If you can’t explain it simply,
you don’t understand it well enough.

- Albert Einstein

Ytterligare en fantastisk grej med blod är att kroppen kan skapa antikroppar mot i stort
sett vilket protein som helst. Antikroppar är också proteiner och en del av kroppens im-
munförsvar. De brukar ritas som ett Y, med en fot och två händer. Händerna är specifika
att hitta och hålla fast bara ett enda protein, ungefär som en metkrok men också som
en nyckel som bara passar i ett särskilt lås. Om man vill ha metkrokar mot människans
proteiner kan man ge en bit av människans DNA (ritningen på hur man bygger en män-
niska) till en bakterie och låta den tillverka bara ett enda mänskligt protein. Proteinet kan
renas fram och sprutas in i en kanin, ungefär som en vaccination. Då kommer kaninens
immunförsvar att skapa antikroppar mot det mänskliga proteinet. Om man sedan tar ett
blodprov från kaninen kan man rena fram antikropparna, metkrokarna, mot det särskilda
proteinet som man lät bakterien tillverka (se figur 5.4).

Precis detta har gjorts för tusentals av kroppens proteiner i ett projekt som heter Human
Protein Atlas, den mänskliga proteinatlasen, och de har hittills fått fram krokar mot tre
fjärdedelar av kroppens alla proteiner. Jag använder de här metkrokarna för att hitta
skillnader mellan sjuka och friska personer. Vi sätter fast varje metkrok på en liten, liten
kula som har en särskild färg. På den röda kulan sätter vi till exempel kroken som fångar
ett protein som heter fibulin och på den blå kulan sätter vi fast en krok som fångar ett
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protein som heter serpina. Och så hundra krokar till på hundra andra färgkulor. Sen
blandar vi ihop kulorna och använder dem till att mäta blodprover från sjuka och friska
personer och hoppas att krokarna ska fiska upp de olika proteinerna. Kulorna med sina
uppfiskade proteiner kan sedan mätas i en särskild maskin som sorterar kulorna beroende
på färgen, och sedan mäter hur mycket protein som sitter på varje. På så sätt har vi
kunnat hitta att njursjuka personer har mer fibulin i blodet än vad friska har (Paper II).
Vi har också kunnat mäta immunsvaret hos kor med lunginflammation i Afrika på ett
noggrannare och mer detaljerat sätt än man kunde göra förut (Paper I).

DNA

Protein

Antikropp

Blodprov

Figure 5.4: DNA för ett mänskligt protein klonas in i en bakterie som
därmed producerar proteinet. En kanin immuniseras med det renade pro-
teinet och tillverkar därmed antikroppar. Antikropparna kan renas fram
för att användas till att hitta proteinet i ett blodprov från en människa.

Det svåra med jobbet är att helt säkert veta att metkrokarna fiskar upp det de ska och
inte någonting annat. Det är också svårt att se skillnad på friska och sjuka personer, när
skillnaden mellan olika friska personer är jättestor i sig, liksom skillnaden mellan olika
sjuka. Därför har vi jobbat mycket med att försöka förstå hur vi ska tolka signalerna från
kulorna, och hur vi ska göra för att kunna mäta riktigt många proteiner i riktigt många
blodprover. Det handlar Paper III och IV om.

Det långsiktiga målet för vår forskning är att man i framtiden kan gå regelbundet till
doktorn och ta ett blodprov där man snabbt och enkelt kan se vilka sjukdomar som härjar
i kroppen. Vi tror att man kan se små små spår av cancer i blodet långt innan man märker
av en knöl i bröstet eller får ont i magen. Det återstår ganska mycket arbete innan det blir
verklighet, men jag hoppas att det jag har gjort är ett litet, litet steg på vägen.
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